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WELCOME TO OUR FALL
SEMESTER AT GVR!
Fall is a busy time here at GVR, and this year is no
exception! We recently concluded our second Paws in the
Pool event. GVR pooches always have a blast cooling off in
the pool! Beginning Tuesday, October 3, GVR is partnering
with Food in Root to host a weekly Farmer’s Market at
the West Center. This exciting new event will showcase
produce, baked goods, street food, and local artisans
and will take place each Tuesday from 9am-1pm. Also,
be sure to save the date for the second Southern Arizona
CultureFest scheduled for March 3!
I invite you to stay engaged and inspired by signing up
for some courses that pique your interest. We have
several new courses to get your creative juices flowing
including: Color Your World, Introduction to SoulCollage®,
Saving Your Watercolor Painting from the Recycle Bin,
and Sculptured Fabric Art, or stay fit and toned with No
If’s, Abs, or Butts! or Yogalates. For nature and wildlife
enthusiasts, join us for Sonoita Creek State Natural Area
or Sky Island Predators: Fierce Feeders. Or you can learn
about new technology in Meet Alexa (Amazon Echo) &
Google’s Assistant (Google Home). Join us on trips to
popular destinations like The New OdySea Aquarium,
Canyon Lake, Kitt Peak National Observatory, Sabino
Canyon, Tanque Verde Guest Ranch and the Gaslight
Theatre, and Barleen’s Opry. For the adventurers, check
out our 3-night Black Canyon/Colorado River Adventure
Tour!
Join us for a class or two this fall, continue to expand your
horizons, and stay active. Learn on!

Kent J. Blumenthal, Ph.D, CAE
CEO, Green Valley Recreation, Inc.
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COURSE DIRECTORY
ARTS & CRAFTS 9

14

Ceramics

9

Calligraphy as an Art Form

14

Beginning Ceramics

9

Drawing for Fun

14

Clay & Sculpture

9

Easy Painting “Party”

14

ABCs of Glazing

9

Oil Painting for Fun

14

Fun With Sculpture

9

Painting the Soul in Watercolor (SRAL)

15

Handbuilding - From Start to Finish

9

Saving Your Watercolor Painting from the Recycle Bin

15

Heads and Faces

9

Southwest Acrylic Painting

15

Introduction to the Clay Studio

9

Strokes: Passion for Patterns in Pen and Ink

15

Wheel 101

10

Traditional Techniques of Chinese Brush Painting

15

Flower Arranging

10

Watercolor for Fun

15

Flowers for Fun I

10

Watercolor for the Timid and Terrified

15

Flowers for Fun II

10

Watercolor Workshop

16

Flowers for Fun III

10

Zentangle® III

16

Holiday Centerpiece

10

Zentangle® The Adventure Continues

16

Jewelry

10

Specialties

16

16 Strand Kumihimo Braided Necklace

10

Advanced Beginner Basket Weaving

16

Beaded Amulet Necklace

10

Amulet Beaded Purse

16

Bling Bracelet

11

Beginner Basket Class

16

Creative Bead Workshop

11

Christmas Cards

16

Dutch Spiral Bracelet and Earrings

11

Fun Chimes

16

Peyote with a Twist Bracelet

11

Glass Fusing for Beginners

17

Techniques in Beadstringing

11

Intermediate Glass Fusing

17

Twists & Spirals Kumihimo Braided Necklace

11

Introduction to SoulCollage®

17

Wire Working with Beads

11

Last Minute Card Club

17

Lapidary & Silversmith

12

Mosaic Design on Flat or Rounded Surface

17

Basic Chain Making

12

Textiles

17

Basic Wire Wrap Jewelry Class

12

A “Brrrrr” Christmas

17

Cabochon Bundle Wrap Class

12

Binding Techniques for Quilted Projects

18

Dichroic Jewelry

12

Multiple Borders - A Technique Class

18

Intro to Lapidary, Silversmith, & Jewelry Making

12

Panel Magic

18

Intro to Precious Metal Clay (PMC)

13

Sculptured Fabric Art

18

Kumihimo - Beginner

13

Sushi Sewing

18

Lapidary Class

13

Metal Forming: Introduction

13

Silversmithing

13

Three Easy Rings (Metal Forming)

14

PAINTING & DRAWING 14

6

Beginning Zentangle®

Art of the Travel Journal

14

Basic Drawing Bootcamp

14

CARDS & GAMES 18
Cards

18

Basic Texas Hold ‘Em

18

Beginning Bridge

18

Jacoby 2 NoTrump, 2 NoTrump Openings Play of Hand

18

Games

18

Beginning Mah Jongg - National

18

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

COURSE DIRECTORY
Chess - Advanced End Game

19

Essential Oils for Healtha and Wellness

24

Chess - Beginning

19

Guided Rest Meditation

24

Chess - Opening Theory

19

Learn Relaxation - Meditation in One Day!

24

Chess Tactics for the Advanced Player

19

Reiki Information Session

24

Pool Players: The Proper Use of English

19

Shake, Rattle & Roll: Life with Tremors

24

Pilates

24

Balance and Posture

24

Pilates Mat

25

Sports

25

Develop a Consistent Tennis Serve & Simple Return

25

Improve Your Tennis - 3 Day Workshop

25

Pickleball 101 (Introduction)

25

Pickleball 202

25

DANCE & MUSIC 19
Dance

19

A Taste of Modern Square Dancing

19

Argentine Tango - Beginning/Intermediate

19

Ballroom, Latin, Swing, Country and More!

19

Beginning Country Two-Step and Ten-Step

19

Beginning Single Step Swing

20

Beginning Tap

20

Intermediate Tap

20

Yoga

25

Line Dance I

20

Chair Yoga with Yoga Saguaro

25

Line Dance II

21

Deepening Your Practice Part I

26

Nightclub Line Dancing

21

Deepening Your Practice Part II

26

Music

21

EZ Does It Yoga - A Gentle Practice

26

Bathtub Singers Level I

21

Hatha Yoga Saguaro - Level I/II

26

Bathtub Singers Level II

21

Hatha Yoga Saguaro for Back Care

26

How to Play Piano by Ear

21

Yoga - Level I/II

27

Instant Guitar for Hopelessly Busy People

21

Yoga Beyond Beginners

27

Instant Piano for Hopelessly Busy People

21

Yoga for Athletes and Seated Warriors

27

Yoga for Beginners

27

Yogalates

27

HEALTH, FITNESS & SPORTS 22
Aquatic

22

Zumba

27

Healing Water Aquatic Exercise

22

Zumba® Gold with Toning

27

Fitness

22

French

28

20/20/20

22

Advanced Conversation

28

Exercise - Fun and Fitness

22

Beginner Conversation II

28

No If’s, Abs, or Butts!

22

French Literature I

28

Step Intervals Plus - Intermediate

22

Spanish

28

Stretch for Gals

22

Advanced I

28

Stretch for Guys

23

Advanced II

28

Stretch, Strengthen, and Stabilize - Experienced

23

Basics

28

Stretch, Strengthen, and Stabilize - Principle

23

Casa del Estudiante

28

Tai Chi Wu Style - Beginning

23

Elementary I

28

Tai Chi Wu Style - Continuing

23

Elementary II

28

Health

24

Elementary III

29

Beauty Inside and Out

24

Elementary IV

29

Register early! www.gvrec.org
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COURSE DIRECTORY
Elementary V

29

Decorate Your World (Beginning)

34

Intermediate I

29

Decorate Your World (Intermediate)

34

Vámonos!

29

Designing Custom Draperies (Beginning)

34

Writing

29

Designing Custom Draperies (Intermediate)

34

Write Your Life

29

Dia de los Muertos - Day of the Dead

34

Discover You! Find Your Passion, Life Purpose

34

Do You Know Your Angels?

35

Ethics Without the Sermon

35

From Drab to Glam: Makeup Tips for Women

35

Makeup Application & Instruction for Two

35

Makeup Party: Learn Techniques with Your Makeup

35

Modern & Urban Survival It’s not if, but when!

35

The Art of the Beautifully Decorated Table (Adv.)

35

The Art of the Beautifully Decorated Table (Beg.)

36

The Art of the Beautifully Decorated Table (Inter.)

36

The Search for Meaning Later in Life

36

Understanding and Navigating our Great Political Divide

36

We’ve Got to Start Meeting Like This

36

Technology

36

Cut the Cord on Cable/Satellite TV Costs

36

Meet Alexa and Google’s Assistant

37

NATURE & GARDENING 29

8

Plants

29

Caring for Your Desert Landscaping

29

Landscaping with Desert Natives

30

Planting a Hummingbird Garden

30

Successful Cactus and Succulent Gardens

30

Vegetable Gardening in Containers

30

Travel

30

Arizona’s Wild Rivers

30

Naturalist’s Tour of our Sky Islands I

30

Naturalist’s Tour of Our Sky Islands II

30

Sonoita Creek State Natural Area

31

The Magnificent Mogollon Rim

31

Wildlife & Wilderness

31

Amazing Arachnids

31

Basic Desert Wilderness Survival Skills

31

Bats: Myths, Folklore, and the Truth

31

Bird Classification

31

Day Trips

37

Birdwatrching - Hands On!

32

The NEW Odysea Aquarium Tour

37

Dragons and Damsels

32

Canyon Lake Boat Tour on the Apache Trail

37

Herons, Egrets, and Water Birds

32

Kitt Peak National Observatory Nighttime Tour

38

Sky Island Invertebrates - Diminutive Dazzlers

32

Sabino Canyon, Tanque Verde Ranch & Gaslight

38

Sky Island Jaguars & Ocelots - Shadow Cats

32

Barleen’s Arizona Opry Show

38

Sky Islands Predators: Fierce Feeders

32

Overnight Trips

39

Thorns, Stingers, and Fangs - Welcome to AZ!

33

Black Canyon/Colorado River Adventure Tour

39

Woodpeckers, Roadruners and Trogons. Oh My!

33

General

33

AARP Smart Driver Course

33

AngelSpeake® Workshop

33

Brain Aerobics

33

Chakra Balancing

33

Civil Discourse - Mind Expansion

33

Color Your World

34

Declutter Your World

34

TRIPS & TOURS 37

REGISTRATION PROCEDURES 40
Tour Refunds
Withdrawals & Refunds
Non-Member Registrations
Drop-in Policy
Registration Form
Professional Services

41
41
41
41
42
43

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

ARTS & CRAFTS
CERAMICS
Beginning Ceramics
This course is a prerequisite for joining the Ceramics Club.
Students will learn how to prepare green ware and bisque,
apply undercoats and glazes and other techniques. Students
will complete 3 projects, included in the material fee, to take
home. $30 material fee payable to the Ceramics Club of GVR
the first day of class. Students must be able to attend all 6
classes. Bring apron to protect clothing. Instructor: Debbie
Mulhall and Linda Hershey
Fee: Member $40			
Classes:6
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37511 10/10-26
Tu,Th 8:30-11:30AM
DH-CER

CLAY & SCULPTURE
ABCs of Glazing
Students will learn the many methods of applying glazes, underglazes and oxides with brush technique, sponging, pouring an
more. They will be taught how to mix, blend an overlap high fire
glazes and gain the knowledge of how different clays, structure,
and textures affect glaze outcome. Discover how to enhance
your projects with decals, sgraffito, and Mishima and gain a new
perspective with the different exteriors applied to sculpture
projects. Experience all the clay studio has to offer while learning
how to make your projects unique. Prerequisite: Introduction to
the Clay Studio or a member of the studio. Material fee of $10
payable to instructor at class. Instructors: Cyndee Remington, Sue
Peetoom, Marilynn Serra, Virginia Friend
Fee: Member $60 				
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37533
11/3-24
F
12-4PM
SRS-HAND

Fun With Sculpture
Prerequisite: Introduction to the Clay Studio or a member of
the studio. Students in this class will have two instructors
who will guide them in creating a sculpture of their choice.
Student must have completed Introduction to the Clay
Studio or have equivalent clay experience. SUPPLIES
NEEDED: Basic clay tools and 25 lb. bag of Los Altos Clay. All
clay must be purchased at the Clay Studio. Many tools will
be available on loan. Instructors: Nancy Schultz and Elenie
Eliasen
Fee: Member $60 				
Classes:5
CR#
DATES DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37531 11/1-29
W 9AM-12:30PM
SRS-SCPT

Register early! www.gvrec.org

Handbuilding - From Start to Finish
As a follow-up to the Introduction to the Clay Studio, two
instructors will assist you in learning techniques for fun with
hand building beyond the basics. The session projects: Day
1 create free-form items such as vases, pots or trays; Day 2
create an object using a slump mold; Day 3 will be a project of
the student’s choice, and Day 4 we will concentrate on glazing
the projects completed in the first 3 sessions. Prerequisite:
Introduction to the Clay Studio class or a member of the studio.
There will be homework between each session. SUPPLIES
NEEDED: Basic clay tools and a 25lb of clay that includes grog.
All clay must be purchased at the Clay Studio. Other tools are
available for purchase or loan at the studio. Instructor: Sue
Peetoom, Marilynn Serra
Fee: $60 					
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37649
11/7-28
Tu
12-4PM
SRS-HAND

Heads and Faces - NEW
Learn how to make a head and then create the face.
Prerequisite: Introduction to the Clay Studio or a member
of the studio. Please note: Anyone taking a class at the Clay
Studio who is not a member of the studio may not use the
studio facilities other than during class time. SUPPLIES
NEEDED: 25lb bag of B-mix without grog. All clay must be
purchased at the Clay Studio. NO CLASS 11/23. Instructor:
Gary Ballew
Fee: Member $55 				
Classes:4
CR#
DATES DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37647
11/2-30
Th 9AM-12:30PM
SRS-SCPT

Introduction to the Clay Studio

This class is required for Clay Studio membership. PLEASE
NOTE: You must attend all four classes in order to join
the Clay Studio. Learn the properties of clay and create
several projectsfrom raw clay to a finished, glazed item.
The amazing world of hand building, wheel throwing, and
sculpture with clay will be opened to you. Proper use of
studio equipment and safety issues will also be taught. Be
prepared for an energetic and fun-filled experience. The $10
supply and firing fee is payable to the instructor the first day
of class. Tools and clay are provided for use during the class
periods. Bring an apron or wear old clothing. NOTE: Due to
the holiday, the last class of the December session is held
Wed., 12/27. Instructors: Cyndee Remington, Jane Ercolani,
Russ Nichols
Fee: Member $50 				
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37516 10/2-23
M
12-4PM
SRS-HAND
37515 11/6-27
M
12-4PM
SRS-HAND
37517 12/4-27
M
12-4PM
SRS-HAND
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ARTS & CRAFTS
Wheel 101

Flowers for Fun III

Prerequisite: Introduction to the Clay Studio or equivalent
clay experience. An introduction or reintroduction to the
fundamental techniques necessary to center a piece of clay
and create basic forms on the potter s wheel. After you
are comfortable with forming a cylinder, we will explore
several fun projects, such as: bowls, a wide-bottom pot and
plates. SUPPLIES NEEDED: Speckled Buff clay, cutoff wire,
wood and rubber rib, needle tool, small sponge and a wood
modeling tool. Supplies can be purchased at the Clay Studio.
All clay must be purchased at the Clay Studio. Instructor:
Virginia Friend
Fee: Member $65			
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37518
10/3-24
Tu
12-4PM
SRS-WHEEL
37519
12/7-28
Th
12-4PM
SRS-WHEEL

Prerequisite: Flower Arranging for Fun I or II. What do you
with all the flowers you buy or grow in your garden? All
design styles are covered from vases to high style. Each
week you will take home a professionally designed floral
arrangement. You will also learn care, handling and the
names of different flowers and foliage along with basic
design techniques. You are guaranteed a fun time with each
class. Week 1: Topiary. Week 2: Long and Low Centerpiece
with Candle. Week 3: Party Centerpiece. A material fee
of $45 (3 arrangements) for containers, fresh flowers and
foliage will be paid to instructor at class. BRING a sharp, thinbladed paring knife. Instructor: Carol Pfister
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35
Classes:3
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37615 12/1-15		F
1-4PM		DH-ART

FLOWER ARRANGING

Holiday Centerpiece

Flowers for Fun I
What to do with the flowers you buy or grow in your garden?
All design styles are covered from vases to high style.
Each week you will take home a professionally designed
arrangement. You also will learn care, handling, and the
names of different flowers and foliage along with basic design
techniques. You are guaranteed a fun time with each class.
Week 1: Vasing flowers in bud and large vases. Week 2: One
sided arrangement. Week 3: Vegetative (looks like a growing
garden). A material fee of $45 (3 arrangements) for container,
fresh flowers, and foliage will be paid to instructor at class.
BRING a sharp thin-bladed paring knife. Instructor: Carol
Pfister
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37513 10/20-11/3
F
9AM-12PM
DH-ART

Flowers for Fun II
Each week you will take home a professionally designed
floral arrangement. You will also learn care, handling, and
the names of different flowers and foliage along with basic
design techniques. You are guaranteed a fun time with each
class. Week 1: Round Centerpiece. Week 2: Long and Low
Centerpiece. Week 3: High Style with Tropical Flowers. A
material fee of $45 (3 arrangements) for container, fresh
flowers and foliage will be paid to instructor at class. BRING
a sharp, thin-bladed paring knife. Instructor: Carol Pfister
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35
Classes:3
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37614 11/10-24
F
1-4PM		
DH-ART
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Take home a fresh evergreen centerpiece with pine cones
and candles. You are guaranteed a fun time and a completed
arrangement for the holidays. Pre-requisite: Flower Arranging
for Fun I or II.  A material fee of $20 for container, flowers
and foliage will be paid to instructor at class. BRING a sharp
thin-bladed paring knife. Instructor: Carol Pfister
Fee: Member $15/Non-member $25		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38290
12/20		
W
1-4PM		
DH-ART

JEWELRY

16 Strand Kumihimo Braided Necklace
Learn three different patterns of Kumihimo 16-strand braids
and how to combine them into one necklace. It s easier than
you may think! Call (515) 276-8150 for a photo. A SUPPLY
LIST is provided at the time of registration. Instructor:
Annette Krauth
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38122 12/5-12
Tu
1-5PM		
CP2-REC

Beaded Amulet Necklace
Make a beautiful amulet necklace using square stitch. Some
beading experience helpful. Call (515) 276-8150 for a
photo. A SUPPLY LIST is provided at the time of registration.
Instructor: Annette Krauth
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $ 50 		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38121
12/2-9
Sa 8AM-12PM
CP2-REC

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

ARTS & CRAFTS
Bling Bracelet
Make a bracelet using a glass cabochon and findings
with wire. Complete a beautiful finished bracelet within
the allotted class time. Call (515) 276-8150 for a photo.
A SUPPLY LIST is provided at the time of registration.
Instructor: Annette Krauth
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38129
12/19		
Tu
1-5PM		
CP2-REC

Creative Bead Workshop
This is the third class in the series: Techniques in Beadstringing,
Wire Working with Beads, and Creative Bead Workshop.
Use the knowledge you gained in the basic and wire wrapping
courses to work on and complete your more difficult projects
with instructor assistance. Call instructor PRIOR TO CLASS
for more information and a supply list: 323-7978. Supply list
depends on desired projects. Bring a lunch. It is recommended,
but not required, to take the Beadworking classes in sequence.
Instructor: Shannon Haggerty
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37644 10/24		
Tu
10AM-2PM
MV-REC
37645 11/14		
Tu
10AM-2PM
MV-REC

Dutch Spiral Bracelet and Earrings
Learn to make a Dutch spiral bracelet and earrings using
bugle beads. Bead weaving experience helpful. Call (515)
276-8150 for a photo. A SUPPLY LIST is provided at the time
of registration. Instructor: Annette Krauth
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38131 12/26		
Tu
1-5PM		
CP2-REC

Peyote with a Twist Bracelet
A fun and comfortable bracelet made with peyote tubes and
six beaded strands twisted into a braid. Beading experience
helpful. Material fee of $35 payable to instructor. Call (515)
276-8150 for a photo. A SUPPLY LIST is provided at the time
of registration. Instructor: Annette Krauth
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38130 12/23-30
Sa
8AM-12PM
CP2-REC

Register early! www.gvrec.org

Techniques in Beadstringing
This is the first in a series of three classes: Techniques in
Beadstringing, Wire Working with Beads, and Creative Bead
Workshop. Learn to knot between beads, simple stringing,
and multi-strands. Learn when to use silk or nylon threads,
wire or chaindepending on the type of beads. Learn to make
durable, long-lasting, and marketable jewelry. Members
should take the Beadworking classes in sequence to be able
to create a variety of beautiful jewelry. You do not complete
anything in this class, rather gain knowledge to complete
projects on your own. Bring a lunch or snack, box lid or bead
board, and notepad. Call instructor with questions 323-7978
or 982-2596. Instructor: Shannon Haggerty
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37637 10/10		
Tu
10AM-2PM
MV-REC
37638 10/31		
Tu
10AM-2PM
MV-REC

Twists & Spirals Kumihimo Braided Necklace
A Kumihimo challenge creating twists and spirals into a braid
consisting of Round 16 braids and splitting a Round 16 into
two Round 8 braids. Experience with Kumihimo necessary.
Call (515) 276-8150 for a photo. A SUPPLY LIST is provided
at the time of registration. Instructor: Annette Krauth
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38132
12/28		
Th
10AM-2PM
CP2-REC

Wire Working with Beads
This is the second class in the bead series: Techniques in
Beadstringing, Wire Working with Beads, and Creative
Bead Workshop. Learn the art of wire wrapping with beads
to create earrings, necklaces, bracelets, and anklets. Create
your own clasps, rosaries, eye glass chains and much more
(this is not a stone-wrapping class). We recommend taking
the Beadworking classes in sequence. Bring a lunch, box lid or
bead board, and note pad. Call instructor PRIOR TO CLASS for
more information and a supply list: 323-7978 or 982-2596.
Instructor: Shannon Haggerty
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37639
10/17		
Tu
10AM-2PM
MV-REC
37640
11/7		
Tu
10AM-2PM
MV-REC
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ARTS & CRAFTS
LAPIDARY & SILVERSMITH
Basic Chain Making
‘Chainmail’ - typically armor or jewelry made by connecting metal
rings to one another. Students will make jewelry (no armor) by
joining base metal wire rings (jump rings) to one another. Learn
the basics of wires including gauge, hardness, and shapes of wires
typically used in chainmail. For a $35 supply fee, student will be
provided with basic chainmaking tools and supplies (jump rings)
to make two copper bracelets—each of a different pattern and
hook & eye clasps for each. Instructor explains and demonstrates
the process of wrapping and cutting the wire into ‘jump rings.’
You will also have the opportunity to purchase materials (sterling
silver rings) for one or both patterns charge for these materials is
dependent upon the price of silver and will be announced at the
first session. NOTE: This class requires working with pliers and can be
difficult for arthritic hands. Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club
Fee: Member: $45 				
Classes:2
CR#
DATES DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37560 11/6-8 M,W 9AM-12PM
EC-STUDIO
37561 12/4-6 M,W 9AM-12PM
EC-STUDIO

Basic Wire Wrap Jewelry Class
Please note this class is a prerequisite for more advanced Wire
Wrapping classes offered by the GVR Lapidary Club. You ll
learn basic wire wrapping techniques including decorative
and functional uses of wire spirals as well as loop and loop
connections to make bails or bead chains. You ll complete
three projects in this hands-on class, learning from our
experienced wire wrap team how to wrap pendants and
earrings. We ll also discuss gauges and types of wire, tools,
and sources for supplies. Bring any jewelry-making tools
(pliers, flush cutter, etc.) you may have plus a ruler and fine
tip Sharpie. Tools will be available for purchase. Please note
that this class may be challenging for those with arthritic
hands. Material fee is $20 payable at class. Instructor: GVR
Lapidary Club
Fee: Member $30 				
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37543
10/17
Tu
9AM-12PM
EC-STUDIO
37544
11/2
Th
9AM-12PM
EC-STUDIO
37545
12/1
F
9AM-12PM
EC-STUDIO
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Cabochon Bundle Wrap Class
In this class, we will use square and half round wire to create
a mounting to display a cabochon so you can wear it as a
pendant. If you’d like, you may bring your own cabochon
(approximate size of 1.5 inches by 1.25 inches) and bring
home the class provided cabochon. Bring your jewelrymaking tools (pliers, flush cutter, etc.) plus a ruler and a fine
tip sharpie. Tools will be available for purchase. NOTE: This
class requires working with pliers and can be difficult for
arthritic hands. You must have completed the GVR Basic
Wire Wrap class or the equivalent. Material fee of $20 is
payable to instructor. Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club
Fee: Member $30 				
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37571
11/14
Tu 9AM-12PM
EC-STUDIO

Dichroic Jewelry
Please note that this class is a prerequisite for more advanced
Dichroic Jewelry classes offered by the GVR Lapidary Club.
Students will assemble 3 pieces of fusible glass and dichroic
glass. These pieces may be used for pendants, earrings, etc.
This class will give a basic knowledge of glass fusion as well as
dichroic glass capabilities. No prior experience is necessary.
No tools needed. This is a two day (separated) class. The class
includes cutting, design, fusing and finishing. The material
charge of $30 which includes glass, bails, etc. is to be paid at
the first class. Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club
Fee Member: $40 				
Classes:2
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37540 10/16-19
M,Th 9:30AM-12PM EC-LAP
37541 11/13-16
M,Th 9:30AM-12PM EC-LAP
37542 12/11-14
M,Th 9:30AM-12PM EC-LAP

Intro to Lapidary, Silversmith, & Jewelry
Making
Come experience a visual introduction to the wonderful world
of Lapidary, Silversmithing and jewelry making. Using multimedia presentations and demonstrations, you will be exposed
to silversmith, Dichroic glass, wire wrapping, chain making,
metal forming, Kumihimo, lapidary, silver PMC clay and much,
much more. No matter what your skill level or dexterity,
there is a creative area for you to explore! Participants will be
entered in a jewelry raffle and coupons towards classes will be
offered. Instructed by GVR Lapidary Club
Fee: Member $30/Non-member +$10		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37580
12/6
W
9AM-12PM
CH-SAG

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

ARTS & CRAFTS
Intro to Precious Metal Clay (PMC)
Please note this class is a prerequisite to more advanced
(PMC) classes offered by GVR Lapidary Club. The student is
given knowledge in the use of the PMC which is fine silver
to form a piece of jewelry. It will be kiln fired and finished in
class. A pendant embellished with a dichroic glass cabochon
will be the finished project. Basic tools for completing
any project will be provided with the material fee of $95.
Registration closes 1 week prior to the start date so materials
can be ordered. Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club
Fee: Member $35 				
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37574
11/17
F
12:30-5PM
EC-STUDIO
37575
12/22
F
12:30-5PM
EC-STUDIO

Kumihimo - Beginner
Please note that this class is a prerequisite for more advanced
Kumihimo classes offered by the GVR Lapidary Club.
Kumihimo is the ancient Japanese braiding technique to
create a cording with many designs and colors. This braid can
be used as belts, handles, decorative accents, jewelry and so
much more. The thickness of the braid varies depending on
the textile used. This class will teach you the basic concept of
Kumihimo and the technique for a basic round braid known
as kongo gumi. There are many different styles of braids to
expand upon after you learn the basics. Bring paper, pen and
scissors. All materials needed will be supplied. Additional
supplies available for purchase. $25 material fee payable at
the start of class. Instructor: GVR Lapidary Club
Fee: Member $35 				
Classes:1
CR#
DATES DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37654
10/14 Sa
12-4PM		
DH-ART
37655
11/18 Sa
12-4PM		
DH-ART

Lapidary Class
Please note that this class is a prerequisite for more advanced
Lapidary classes offered by the GVR Lapidary Club. Learn to
cut, grind and polish quality stones. Learn to prepare the gem
cabochon to set in jewelry. Class participation requires standing
and walking to use the various equipment. Materials charge
(rough gemstones) is $35 payable at the first class. Instructor:
GVR Lapidary Club
Fee: Member $45 				
Classes:3
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37565
11/6-8
M-W
2-4PM		
WC-LAP
37566
12/4-6
M-W
2-4PM		
WC-LAP

Register early! www.gvrec.org

Metal Forming: Introduction
Please note that this class is a prerequisite for more advanced
Metal Forming classes offered by the GVR Lapidary Club.
This introductory class includes safety, metals, tools and their
care, and techniques used in metal forming/smithing. Learn
about disc cutting, dapping blocks, punches, mandrels, stamps,
hammers and mallets, hydraulic press, corrugation and other
metal forming tools. The Acetylene/air torch will be used to
anneal/soften sheet metal before forming. See many examples
of copper, brass, and silver jewelry designed by GVR Lapidary
Club members. There will be a hands-on activity to make a
textured copper pendant and earrings. Wear closed-toe shoes
and long pants. Bring small jewelry pliers and a Sharpie pen
if you have them. Material fee of $20 payable to instructor.
Instructed by GVR Lapidary Club
Fee: Member $35 				
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37578
11/18
Sa
1-4:30PM
DH-LAP
37579
12/9
Sa
1-4:30PM
DH-LAP

Silversmithing
Please note that this class is a prerequisite for more advanced
Silversmithing classes offered by the GVR Lapidary Club.
Students will be introduced to the basic elements of
Silversmithing and the steps to successful, productive
soldering including torch control, choosing the correct
solder, and fitting a solder joint. There will be a short lecture,
a demo, and then you will practice the techniques-taking the
components of the project and assembling them to form a
finished piece. You will learn the methods of cutting, sawing,
cleaning, and polishing your piece of jewelry. All tools and
materials are furnished. Wear old clothes, closed-toed shoes,
and tie long hair back. Please indicate any special physical
needs when registering. Because of the open flames used,
oxygen tanks cannot be allowed. The material fee of $75 will
be collected the first day of class. Instructor: GVR Lapidary
Club
Fee Member $60 			
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37536 10/4-6
W-F
2-5PM		
EC-LAP
37537 10/18-20
W-F
2-5PM		
EC-LAP
37538
11/1-3
W-F
2-5PM		
EC-LAP
37534 11/29-12/1 W-F
2-5PM		
EC-LAP
37539 12/13-15
W-F
2-5PM		
EC-LAP
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ARTS & CRAFTS
Three Easy Rings (Metal Forming) - NEW

Beginning Zentangle®

Prerequisite: GVR Intro to Metal Forming (in last two years) or
equivalent experience AND approval of instructor (contact
instructor via www.gvlclub.org and email us using Contact Us
on the menu bar. Learn to safely use Lapidary Club jewelry
studio equipment including acetylene torch, jeweler’s saw,
and metal forming tools. You will learn to size and make up to
three styles of rings in sheet metal and heavy wire. Copper
and sterling silver provided, no need to bring tools, but please
bring a lunch. Please wear close-toed shoes and long pants.
Material fee of $15 payable to instructor. Instructor: GVR
Lapidary Club
Fee: Member $25 				
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37656
12/30
Sa
10AM-4PM
DH-LAP

If you can draw a line, a dot, or a curve, you can create Zentangle.
This is an easy-to-learn, relaxing method of creating beautiful
images from structured patterns. This art form is fun, rewarding,
and artistically satisfying for all. In these introductory sessions,
you will learn the basics of Zentangle. You do not need to be an
artist to create beautiful Zentangle art. $15 fee paid to instructor
at class includes all supplies. Susan Kmiec is a certified Zentangle
instructor.
Fee: Member $50/Non-member $60 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37719 10/12-26
Th
9-10:30AM
EC-LNGE
37720 11/7-21
Tu
9-10:30AM
EC-LNGE
37721 12/5-19
Tu
9-10:30AM
EC-LNGE

PAINTING & DRAWING
Art of the Travel Journal - NEW
Rather than a photograph, why not accurately sketch those
things that interest you mostobjects, architecture, and
landscape. Learn principles of drawing on location using
positive/negative space, shapes, values, relationships, etc.,
then apply new things learned while in the field. Students will
receive lectures, demonstrations, and one-on-one instruction.
Each day will conclude with a comprehensive critique.
All levels welcome. Visit www.nicholaswilsonstudio.com.
Instructor: Nicholas Wilson
Fee: Member $195/Non-member $205 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38133 10/3-24
Tu 11:30AM-4:30PM
EC-ART

Basic Drawing Bootcamp
This class is designed for beginning artists and is a refresher
course for experienced artists. Vigorous exercises will put you
to the test as you learn basic principles such as line, value, form,
composition, and more. Get in the best drawing shape you’ve
ever been in with an experienced instructor. Lectures, demos,
and individualized help will be offered weekly. Bring drawing
materials the first day of class and be ready to get whipped into
shape! SUPPLY LIST provided at registration. Material fee of
$1.50. Instructor: Susan Morris
Fee: Member $95/Non-member $105 		
Classes:5
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37713 10/11-11/8
W
9AM-12PM
EC-ART
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Calligraphy as an Art Form
How is your handwriting? Want your letters to have a little
more oomph from the envelope? Improve your handwriting
and learn the ‘beautiful writing’ of the monks and scribes
from the days of the Enlightenment. Learn the basic italic
script, the use of the broad edge pen, and the pen strokes
necessary for many more calligraphic alphabets. Learn
the basics of designing with words and be exposed to a
whole new world of art that you can do! Instructor: Charlie
Reppenhagen
Fee: Member $50/Non-member $60 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38134 10/5-26
Th
9AM-12PM
CP2-REC

Drawing for Fun
Students will learn to put what they see into beautiful
art. Please bring to class: 90# weight paper, pencils 2-6-8.
Instructor: Jan Wills
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38621 10/5-26
Th
9-11AM
EC-ART
38622 11/2-30
Th
9-11AM
EC-ART

Easy Painting “Party”
In this 3-4 hour fun, no stress class, you will complete your own
artistic masterpiece in acrylic. All supplies will be provided and
are included in the course fee. Each class will paint a different
painting (please see eBlasts for images): #1 is Cowboy Sunset,
#2 is Butterfly, and #3 is Prickly Pear Sunset. Students are
encouraged to wear an apron or shirt that can get paint on it.
Instructor: Karen Workman
Fee: Member $36/Non-member $46 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37650
10/4		
W
9AM-1PM
LC-ACAC
37651 10/25		
W
1-5PM		
LC-ACAC
37652 11/29		
W
9AM-1PM
LC-ACAC

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

ARTS & CRAFTS
Oil Painting for Fun

Strokes: Passion for Patterns in Pen and Ink

Have fun learning basic art principles. Watch a canvas turn
into a painting in 4 weeks. Build upon your knowledge,
allowing you to increase your artistic choices when you
paint. Bring to class: a 16 in. x 20 in. canvas, basic paints and
brushes. Instructor: Jan Wills
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38620
10/6-27
F
9AM-12PM		
EC-ART
38619
11/3-24
F
9AM-12PM		
EC-ART

Work with a fascinating and timeless medium and subject
matter, as we explore simple line, complicated details,
patterns, and contours with black marks on white paper. Learn
about different options of materials, a variety of strokes, and
techniques for making textures and a wide range of patterns
and values. Instructor lectures, demos, and individualized
attention all help you to discover how these minimal supplies
could lead you to consider pen and ink as the end, rather than
just the beginning of a great piece of art. NO CLASS 11/22.
Instructor: Susan S. Morris
Fee: Member $95/Non-member $105 		
Classes:6
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37732 11/15-12/27
W
9AM-12PM
EC-ART

Painting the Soul in Watercolor (SRAL)
Nationally known artist and author of, “Watercolor for the
Fun of it, Painting People” Michaelin Otis will instruct you
on drawing, designing, and painting both a portrait and an
animal portrait. Learn Michaelin’s sure-fire way to achieve
a likeness, right values, and simplifying shapes, as well as
many more techniques. Have three fun-filled days of learning
and laughter. Great for all levels, but some experience with
watercolor is preferred. Instructor: Michaelin Otis
Fee: Member $260/Non-member $270 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38135 11/1-3
W-F
9AM-3PM
SRS-STUDIO

Saving Your Watercolor Painting from the
Recycle Bin - NEW
We all feel good about recycling these days, but not when it s
a failed watercolor painting! This class will focus on the many
things that can be done to SAVE your failed paintings! Bring
in paintings that never made it to a place where you were
pleased, and let the friendly instructor use it as an example for
the class to show several techniques and tricks that can save
your watercolor from going into the recycle bin. No painting is
too far gone! NO CLASS 11/22. Instructor: Susan S. Morris
Fee: Member $95/Non-member $105
Classes:5
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38136 11/15-12/20
W
1-4PM		
EC-ART

Southwest Acrylic Painting
This class will focus on painting with acrylics on wood or a
large canvas. Students will use primary colors of red, yellow
and blue, plus black and white. Subjects may be realistic
or southwest in nature. If painting on canvas, it must be a
minimum of 16x20 inches. Instructor: Paul McCreary
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37730
11/2-16
Th
6-8PM		
EC-ART
37731
12/7-21
Th
6-8PM		
EC-ART

Register early! www.gvrec.org

Traditional Techniques of Chinese Brush
Painting
Explore the nuances of painting in the style Chinese masters
have developed and refined over many centuries. Geared to
all levels of artistic experience, I will demonstrate the wide
range and variety of effects that can be achieved through
guided practice using the brushes, inks, and paper from
China. Chinese artists endeavor to express the spiritual
essence of their subject, allowing the materials to naturally
perform in the manner for which they were designed.
Students, depending on their interests, will be able to
explore both landscape and flower & bird styles of painting
as well as a few of the Chinese characters. SUPPLY LIST
given at registration . Instructor: Alex Jones
Fee: Member $80/Non-member $90 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37726 10/19-11/9
Th
2-4PM		
EC-ART

Watercolor for Fun
Learn to include color, objects, and ideas and have them
evolve into personal art. Please bring paper and paint to
class. Instructor: Jan Wills
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 		
Classes: 4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38623
10/3-24
Tu
9-11AM		
EC-ART
38624
11/7-28
Tu
9-11AM		
EC-ART

Watercolor for the Timid and Terrified
This great introductory class will help take the fear and
anxiety out of watercolor. Learn about the history of
watercolor and the tools used. Get familiar with the brushes,
paints and paper. Explore basic techniques, and the science
behind them. Get comfortable with this versatile medium
through simple exercises. Have a first encounter with color
theory and mixing. Gain confidence in a friendly atmosphere
with weekly demonstrations and lots of personal attention
preparing you to tame the beast. Instructor: Susan S. Morris
Fee: Member $95/Non-member $105 		
Classes:5
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37717 10/11-11/8
W
1-4PM		
EC-ART
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ARTS & CRAFTS
Watercolor Workshop

Amulet Beaded Purse

This is a workshop for intermediate watercolor artists, NOT
FOR BEGINNERS. Moderator has 30 years of experience in
watercolor painting and will present a new technique each
week. Mostly, the workshop will be a way for artists to learn
from each other and spend two hours painting together. Bring
your own paints, paper, water container and brushes. $5 fee for
copies and stamping materials paid to instructor, only applicable
once. SUPPLY LIST provided at registration includes items
needed to learn new techniques—DO NOT buy new supplies
until after the first class. Instructor: Linda Strader
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37710 10/7-28
Sa
9-11AM		
DH-ART
37711 11/4-25
Sa
9-11AM		
DH-ART
37712 12/2-23
Sa
9-11AM		
DH-ART

Learn to make a beaded amulet purse that can be used as a
necklace or a shoulder bag. A fun project to make or yourself or
give as a gift. We will use primarily right angle weave. Beading
experience helpful. Homework expected between sessions. Call
(515) 276-8150 for a photo. A SUPPLY LIST is provided at the
time of registration. Instructor: Annette Krauth
Fee: Member $60 /Non-member $70 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38123
12/7-21
Th 10AM-2PM
CP2-REC

Zentangle® III
You tried it, you liked it, and you want more. Expand your
Zentangle experience. Make it bigger and better by enhancing
your pattern library and skills to showcase your creative spirit
and further develop a mindfulness practice. Bring Zentangle kit.
Material available for purchase from instructor. $5 material fee
paid to instructor at class. Instructor: Susan Kmiec
Fee: Member $50/Non-member $60 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37735 12/7-21
Th
9-10:30AM
EC-LNGE

Zentangle® The Adventure Continues
Build on the creative and relaxing designs learned in
Beginning Zentangle and continue your journey by gaining
additional understanding of the Zentangle method. These
classes will expand your pattern library while teaching you
techniques that will optimize the quality of your Zentangle
art. Bring Zentangle kit. Material available for purchase from
instructor. $10 material fee paid to instructor at class. Susan
Kmiec is a certified Zentangle. instructor.
Fee: Member $50/Non-member $60 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37707 10/13-27
F
9:30-10:30AM
CP1-REC
37708 11/7-21
Tu 11AM-12:30PM
EC-LNGE

SPECIALTIES
Advanced Beginner Basket Weaving
Students will weave a basket using rattan reed. In this class
students will learn to triple twine. Some weaving experience
is necessary. All materials are supplied for a $20 fee payable
to the instructor. Instructor: Arlene Zaloznik
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38138 10/16		
M
9AM-1PM
EC-ART
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Beginner Basket Class
Students will weave a Christmas Basket on a 5’’ round
wooden base using Christmas colors (contact me if you wish
to use other colors) and side curls reminiscent of ribbon
candy. Easy first basket but first time weavers may not have
time to do curls. Material fee of $15 payable to instructor.
Picture of the basket is available upon email request
(ajzaloz@gmail.com). Instructor: Arlene Zaloznik
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38199
12/4		
M
9AM-1PM
EC-ART

Christmas Cards
It is never too early to start working on Christmas cards.
We’ll be making 5 different designs using a variety of tools,
including the Big Shot Die machine, embossing folders, and
several types of embellishments. Please bring scissors. I will
provide the materials, plus 1 roll of adhesive. Additional
refills of adhesive may be purchased from me for $3. This
class is for everyone, no experience necessary. Material
fee of $10 payable to instructor. Because supplies must
be purchased, registration for this class will close on 10/03.
Instructor: Marilyn Peasley.
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37749
10/26		
Th
1-4PM
SRS-FSTA

Fun Chimes
Learn to shape and bend copper and colored wire into
creative forms, adding glass beads and a bell to create a
unique hanging ‘fun chime’ that won’t annoy your neighbor.
You will learn to use wire bending pliers and jigs to create
basic bead wrapped copper wire as well as Celtic knots
and spirals and marble cages to embellish your creation.
No prior beading or wire wrapping experience necessary.
A $20 fee is collected the first day of class to cover all of
the materials used to make your fun chime. Hand/wrist
strength is necessary. If you have any questions, please call
the instructor at (520) 399-9133. SUPPLY LIST provided at
registration. Instructor: Linda Touzeau
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37748
10/19-26
Th
12-4PM		
MV-REC

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

ARTS & CRAFTS
Glass Fusing for Beginners
Learn how to cut and fuse glass while designing and
assembling your own fused glass wind chime. Start by
learning the art of cutting glass. Using your new found skill,
cut and nip your wind chime from a wide assortment of
fusing glass and assemble it in preparation for fusing. On the
final day of class, you will assemble your chime. All students
must wear closed toe shoes and safety glasses. A $40 supply
fee covers all tools and materials. No experience necessary.
Due to the purchase of glass/materials rior to class, there will be
no refunds after 10/3. Instructors: Linda Touzeau and Linda
Reed
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37739 10/11-18
W
1-3PM		
MV-REC

Intermediate Glass Fusing
If you’ve taken Glass Fusing for Beginners and want to take
fusing to the next level, continue your exploration by creating
a 12x12 inch fused glass panel that can be slumped into a
sconce, a platter, or remain flat. The second project is 12 inch
diameter bowl that can be used as a serving or fruit bowl. All
glass products and firing is supplied. A materials and firing fee
of $85 collected the first day of class. Prerequisite: Glass Fusing
for Beginnersno exceptions. Please request a SUPPLY LIST of
required tools from GVR. Due to the purchase of glass/materials
prior to class, there will be no refunds after 11/14. Instructors:
Linda Touzeau and Linda Reed
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37759 11/28-12/12
Tu
12-4PM		
MV-REC

Last Minute Card Club - NEW
Need a new outlet for your creative juices? Tired of paying
crazy prices for store-bought cards? Then now is the time to
try your hand at making your own! Card stock, envelopes,
hundreds of embellishments, ribbons, stamping equipment—
all will be provided including sample designs. Please bring your
own scissors and glue stick or runner. Instructor: Patricia Izzi
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38592 11/6-13
M
3:30-5PM
CP1-REC

Mosaic Design on Flat or Rounded Surface
Learn how to create mosaic designs on flat surfaces like
mirrors or round surfaces like plant pots or vases (your
choice). A large collection of tile, glass, beads and other items
will be available to design your piece. Learn how to nip glass
and tile to fashion borders, pictures or a unique design. You
will become familiar with the types of adhesives to use for a
given project and how to grout the piece. $25 material fee
payable to the instructor includes mirror or pot and all the
tiles, glass and adhesive. Second class is only one hour (1pm2pm). Instructor: Ann Catalanotto
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38287
10/9-12
M,Th
1-5PM		
EC-ART
38288 11/27-30
M,Th
1-5PM		
EC-ART
38289
12/11-14
M,Th
1-5PM		
EC-ART

TEXTILES

Introduction to SoulCollage® - NEW

A “Brrrrr” Christmas

SoulCollage is an internationally popular new way to develop
self-insight using collage art. Make amazing creations from
cut-out images pasted onto 5x7 cardseven with no previous
artistic experience. Each card picture ends up expressing parts
of you and your experiences in beautiful new and surprising
ways that you will treasure. If you can cut and paste, you
can do this! $17 material fee payable to instructor covers
all materials. Your instructor, Margalis Fjelstad, has been a
therapist and teacher for over 30 years and has conducted
hundreds of workshops. Instructor: Margalis Fjelstad
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70		
Classes:5
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38137 10/16-11/13 M
9AM-12PM SRS-FSTA

It s time for Thoughts of Christmas decorating and/or gift giving
to begin. Let s do our best to stay cool by sewing fun Christmas
applique shapes in summer. The kit will include the fused
shaped for the design. SUPPLY LIST provided at registration.
Your sewing machine, some thread, and a bit of fabric will be all
you need to bring to finish this cute applique piece that you can
use as a table decoration, wall hanging, or even use in a quilt.
Instructor: Jacquelyn Morris-Smith
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37761
10/19		
Th
9AM-1PM
LC-ACAC

Register early! www.gvrec.org
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ARTS & CRAFTS

CARDS & GAMES

Binding Techniques for Quilted Projects

CARDS

Make your own binding to match your quilted project. This
session will give you the opportunity to learn the proper way
to measure, cut, and make both bias binding and width if fabric
binding. Instructor: Jacquelyn Morris-Smith
Fee: $25/Non-member $35 			
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38201
11/30		
Th
9AM-1PM
LC-ACAC

Multiple Borders - A Technique Class - NEW
Have you been troubled over wavy borders that often don’t
allow the quilt or wall-hanging to lay smooth? This class will
give you the opportunity to learn the proper way to measure
and apply one or more borders to quilts, wall-hangings, or
other items you make. You will also learn the easy way to
miter a corner border. Instructor: Jacquelyn Morris-Smith
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38200
11/9
Th
9AM-12PM
LC-ACAC

Panel Magic - NEW
Have you ever purchased a large print fabric or a panel that
you just ‘had to have,’ then it gets put away and one day you
find it and think, ‘what will I ever do with this?’ The answer
is to come learn the Panel Magic technique. You will find a
myriad of ways to use the large prints or panels collecting
dust in your stash. Contact Jacquelyn at jacquelyn@
thestitchinrn.com for a photo sample of the project.
Instructor: Jacquelyn Morris-Smith
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38202 12/13		
W
9AM-1PM
LC-ACAC

Sculptured Fabric Art - NEW
The large print fabrics will make a beautiful and useful
piece of art for your home. You will determine the shape.
My sample (see SUPPLY LIST) is a lovely floral shallow tray.
It will not be microwavable or dishwasher safe. Instructor:
Jacquelyn Morris-Smith
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38203
12/21		
Th
9AM-12PM
LC-ACAC

Sushi Sewing
A great way to use up some of your treasured fabric scraps.
This is an abstract art wall hanging. An original design of mine,
from my scrap pile. Join me for 2 fun-filled sewing sessions
that will bring a new piece of art to your home. I will be
demonstrating a unique edge finish for this project and many
future projects. Email jacquelyn@thestitchinrn.com for a
photo of the project. Instructor: Jacquelyn Morris-Smith
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37760 10/16-23
M
9AM-1PM
LC-ACAC
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Basic Texas Hold ‘Em

Learn relative strengths of hands, betting, folding,
tournament structure, and more. This class is for
beginning and intermediate players. It will give you
a chance at a game that cannot be truly mastered.
Instructor: Paul McCreary
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37801 10/31-11/14
Tu
1-3PM
ABN-REC
37802 12/5-19
Tu
1-3PM
ABN-REC

Beginning Bridge

Learn the basics of playing bridge. This is a class for new
players and those coming back to bridge who want to learn
modern methods. Each class will have a lesson and related
play of hand. $8 material fee, payable to instructor, covers
book. Instructor: Bill Hackbarth
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 		
Classes:6
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37800 11/7-12/12
Tu 9:30AM-12PM LC-CTWD

Bridge: Jacoby 2 NoTrump, 2 NoTrump
Openings Play of Hand

Learn to play Jacoby 2 NoTrump over major suit
opening. Learn what to do when you have a 2 NoTrump
opening hand plus play of the hand practice and tips.
Instructor: Bill Hackbarth
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 		
Classes:6
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37945 11/1-12/6
W 9:30AM-12PM LC-CTWD

GAMES
Beginning Mah Jongg - National

This is an introductory course to the popular game of
Mah Jongg. A 2017 National Mah Jongg League card
is needed and will be available from the instructor at
a cost of $8 during the first class meeting. Beginners
should plan to attend the first two sessions to learn
the basics of playing National (American) Mah Jongg.
Instructor: Jane Lombardo
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 		
Classes:6
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37807
11/6-17
M,W,F
9-11:30AM
CP2-REC

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

CARDS & GAMES
Chess - Advanced End Game

This course is for players with a good understanding of
Chess or who have completed the Chess for Intermediate
Level Player class and are striving to improve and reach
a higher playing level. The right End Game Knowledge
is the key to chess mastery. This class pares down the
essentials to minimize what you need to learn and
maximize the ease in which you learn it. Of the three
phases of the game (Opening-Middle-End) the End Game
has the least in common with the other two. The End
Game actually reverses some of the rules that normally
apply. $5 material fee paid to instrcutor. SUPPLIES
NEEDED: a Staunton design chess set and board. NO
CLASS 11/23. Instructor: Jimmie Clark
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 		
Classes:9
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37805 10/12-12/14
Th
6-8PM
EC-GAME

Chess - Beginning

No prior knowledge of chess is necessary for this
beginning class. Chess combines relaxation with true
intellectual exercise. For the many who try to learn on
their own but often fail, this class will provide a way
to learn the game that will avoid discouragement and
spending unnecessary time and effort with poor results.
Try it, you’ll like it! SUPPLIES NEEDED: a chess set and
board which will be discussed at first class. $5 fee for
handouts paid to instructor first class. Men and women
welcome. Instructor: Jimmie Clark
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 		
Classes:9
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37803 10/9-12/4
M
6-8PM
EC-GAME

Chess - Opening Theory

This course is for players with an intermediate
knowledge of chess or who have completed the
intermediate class. It covers a move by move
explanation of the openings listed below followed by
an immediate example of a recently played game using
the same opening. It allows the student to see how a
master level player thinks as they play the opening.
Openings included: Giuoco Piano, Ruy Lopez, French
Defense, Sicilian Defense, Center Counter Gambit,
Queens Gambit Accepted, Queens Gambit Declined,
Nimzo Indian, and the English. All are currently being
played in tournament chess. After having learned the
fundamentals of opening play it is time to move on to
specific openings and pick a favorite or two. Men and
women welcome. $5 material fee for handouts payable
to instructor. NO CLASS 11/24. Instructor: Jimmie Clark
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 		
Classes:9
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37806 10/13-12/15
F
6-8PM
EC-GAME

Register early! www.gvrec.org

Chess Tactics for the Advanced Player

This course is for players with a good understanding of
chess or who have completed the Intermediate Chess
class and are striving to improve to reach a higher level.
Learning middle game tactical techniques, including
combinations, is an efficient way to rapidly improve
your chess play. The method used will present certain
fundamental challenges to the student. We will then
repeatedly combine new ideas with familiar ones,
thereby broadening the student’s knowledge while
simultaneously reinforcing previous knowledge. Men
and women welcome. $5 materials fee for handouts
payable to instructor. Instructor: Jimmie Clark
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 		
Classes:9
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37804 10/10-12/5
Tu
6-8PM
EC-GAME

Pool Players: The Proper Use of English

For pool players of all abilities. Instructor will
demonstrate and give individualized instruction on
how to properly use left, right, top and low English. He
will set up different situations and practice drills that
will improve your game. Students will receive a free
copy of one of his published papers on pool via email.
Instructor: Sam Yulish, Ph.D.
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37744 12/13		
W
3-4:30PM
WC-BILL

DANCE
A Taste of Modern Square Dancing
This is a great way to exercise your mind and body. Modern
square dancing uses all types of music: rock, pop, jazz, country,
oldies. modern, etc. and mixes it with fun and interesting
dance choreography. This is not how you imagined square
dancing, the variety of music in this modern version offers
something for everybody’s taste and is a great way to
make new friends. Two left feet? No problem. No dancing
experience is necessary. Drop-ins welcome, $7. Rick
Gittelman, nationally known caller, will be your teacher. Dress
casually and wear comfortable shoes. NO CLASS 11/22.
Fee: Member (6) $36; (7) $42/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37846 (7) 11/6-29
M,W
2:30-4PM
LC-AGAV
37847 (6) 12/4-20
M,W
2:30-4PM
LC-AGAV
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DANCE & MUSIC
Argentine Tango - Beginning/Intermediate
Learn to dance the sensuous Argentine tango. Classes are
progressive. Lessons are tailored to each student’s proficiency
level, from first time to intermediate dancer. Classes prepare
students to participate in local, twice monthly Argentine
tango social dances (Milongas). Tango is great exercise for
body and mind plus a wonderful way to meet new people.
Recommended that students wear shoes either felt or leather
soles, and women should wear shoes with slight heel and ankle
support. Couples and singles welcome. Drop-in fee $9. 11/10
class held in the Ocotillo Rm at Las Campanas. Instructors:
Beverly Tobiason & Chuck Soukup
Fee: Member (3) $21; (4) $28/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37930 (4) 10/6-27
F
6-7PM
SRS-ANZA
37931 (3) 11/3-17
F
6-7PM
SRS-ANZA
37932 (4) 12/1-22
F
6-7PM
SRS-ANZA

Ballroom, Latin, Swing, Country and More!
No need for a partner, all welcome! Dance to improve and
maintain balance, fitness, posture, core, toning, brain function,
and more! In this class you will learn the footwork to many
different dances. As a result you will learn what dance goes
to what genre of music. Come and join me to “get a leg up”
learning to dance! Quite fun! Wear non-stick smooth soled
shoes. Drop-ins welcome, $8. 11/16 class held in Ocotillo Rm.
at Las Campanas. Instructor: Donna Green
Fee: Member (3) $24; (4) $32/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37816 (4) 10/3-24
Tu
10-11AM
CH-PVR
37817 (4) 10/5-26
Th 6:30-7:30PM
CH-PVR
37818 (3) 11/2-9
Th 6:30-7:30PM
CH-PVR
37819 (3) 11/7-21
Tu
10-11AM
CH-PVR
37820 (3) 12/5-19
Tu
10-11AM
CH-PVR
37821 (3) 12/7-21
Th 6:30-7:30PM
CH-PVR

Beginning Country Two-Step and Ten-Step
Two-Step: this counter-clockwise progressive dance is fun
and easy to do! You will learn rhythm, frame, lead/follow,
turns, and a variety of dance moves. Guaranteed fun!
Ten-Step: it only has ten steps and is also performed in a
counter-clockwise motion. You can dance it by yourself or
with a number of people. Very easy to learn! Come and enjoy
dancing with two Country dances for the price of one! Great
exercise! Great way to meet people! Couples and singles
welcome. Wear nonstick, smooth-soled shoes or boots. Fee is
per person. 11/16 class held in Ocotillo Rm. at Las Campanas.
Instructor: Donna Green
Fee: Member (3) $24; (4) $32/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37837(4) 10/5-26
Th
5-6PM		
CH-PVR
37838 (3) 11/2-16
Th
5-6PM		
CH-PVR

Beginning Single Step Swing

Come learn one of the highly popular dances, Single
Step Swing. This dance is very versatile and can be
danced to many different tempos. It is popular for its
simple nature and is often danced to slow, medium or
fast tempo jazz, blues, or rock and roll. Swing has very
simple structure and footwork along with basic moves
and styling. It is very easy to learn and quite fun to do.
Wear nonstick, smooth soled shoes. Couples and singles
welcome. Fee is per person. Instructor: Donna Green
Fee: Member (3) $24; (4) $32/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37835 (4) 10/4-25
W
5-6PM		
CH-PVR
37836 (3) 11/1-15
W
5-6PM		
CH-PVR

Beginning Tap
This class is for those who have tap dancing on their “Bucket
List.” Learn proper technique, how to dance, have fun and
get a great workout. Bring tap shoes. If you need to purchase
shoes, buy Bloch (pronounced ‘block’) split sole. Instructor:
Peggy Rushford
Fee: Member (4) $32; (5) $40/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37824 (4) 10/4-25
W 9:30-10:30AM SRS-CRUZ
37825 (5) 11/1-29
W 9:30-10:30AM SRS-CRUZ
37826 (4) 12/6-27
W 9:30-10:30AM SRS-CRUZ

Intermediate Tap
This class will focus on footwork and technique. For
intermediate and advanced dancers, the emphasis will be on
improving the clarity of sound and execution. Bring tap shoes.
Instructor: Peggy Rushford
Fee: Member (4) $32; (5) $40/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37832 (4) 10/4-25
W 10:30-11:30AM SRS-CRUZ
37833 (5) 11/1-29
W 10:30-11:30AM SRS-CRUZ
37834 (4) 12/6-27
W 10:30-11:30AM SRS-CRUZ

Line Dance I
Have fun learning basic line dances practiced in the GVR Line
Dancers Club. Coed, no partner needed. Great exercise for
mind and body. Students are encouraged to attend all classes,
especially the first two. No new students after the second class.
NO CLASS 11/22. Instructor: Cindy Feist
Fee: Member $54/Non-member $64 		
Classes:6
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37839 11/1-12/13
W
9-10AM		
CH-PVR

Please be sure to review our Drop-in Policy located on page 39.
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Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

DANCE & MUSIC
Line Dance II

How to Play Piano by Ear

Prerequisite: Line Dance I within the last 3 years. Co-ed; no
partner needed. No new students after second class. Great
exercise for your mind and body! After completion of the
class, GVR members are invited to join the GVR Line Dancers
Club. NO CLASS 11/22. Instrcutor: Cindy Feist
Fee: Member $54/Non-member $64 		
Classes:6
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37842 11/1-12/13
W 10:30-11:30AM
CH-PVR

Learn one of music’s deepest mysteries—playing songs
without relying on music. A practical presentation of music
theory that includes predicting chord progressions, learning
from recordings, and transposing expressed in everyday
language. An ideal follow-up to the Instant Piano class and
open to anyone with a basic understanding of chords. Expand
your musical horizons and free yourself from sheet-music
dependence. Required material fee of $29 for the How to
Play Piano by Ear book and practice CD paid to instructor.
Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes with this instructor,
please see staff. Course unavailable for online registration. Website:
justonceclasses.com Instructor: Craig Coffman
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37814 10/21
Sa 12:15-2:45PM
EC-LNGE

Nightclub Line Dancing
Have you always wanted to learn the Electric Slide, Cupid
Shuffle, and Boot Scootin’ Boogie? Singles and couples are
invited to come and learn these easy line dances. NO CLASS
11/21. Instructor: Cindy Feist
Fee: Member $27/Non-member $37 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37849 11/7-28
Tu 5:30-6:30PM
CH-PVR

MUSIC
Bathtub Singers Level I
Are you unable to resist singing in the bathtub, shower, car
or about anywhere else? Come and learn the techniques of
breathing, resonance, and projection that the pros use in
a class setting where you can sing with and for other song
addicts like yourself. WARNING: This class may take you down
unexpected roads in a musical land. Drop-ins welcome, $15.
Instructor: Elizabeth Wells
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37809
10/3-24
Tu 11:15AM-12:15PM LC-OCOT
37810 10/31-11/21
Tu 11:15AM-12:15PM LC-OCOT

Bathtub Singers Level II
If you have some or all of these symptoms, this class is for you:
the spontaneous humming of tunes in your head, singing along
to the music played in stores where you shop, an uncontrollable
urge to give concerts while in the shower. WARNING: This class
can be a gateway experience that leads to performance seeking
behavior. Level II is recommended for those who have taken
3 or more sessions of Bathtub Singers Level I or prior voice
training. Drop-ins are welcome, $15. Instructor: Elizabeth Wells
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37811 10/3-24
Tu
10-11AM
LC-OCOT
37812 10/31-11/21
Tu
10-11AM
LC-OCOT

Instant Guitar for Hopelessly Busy People
Have you ever wanted to learn the guitar? In just a few hours
absolute beginners can learn enough about playing guitar to
give years of musical enjoyment. This crash course will teach
some basic chords and get you playing along with your favorite
songs right away. Bring your acoustic guitar. Required material
fee of $29 paid to instructor at class for workbook and DVD.
Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes with this instructor,
please see staff. Course unavailable for online registration.
Website: justonceclasses.com. Instructor: Craig Coffman
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37815
10/21		
Sa
3-5:30PM
EC-LNGE

Instant Piano for Hopelessly Busy People
In just hours, learn enough secrets of the trade to allow years
of musical enjoyment. While regular piano teachers teach
note reading, piano professionals use chords. If you can find
middle C and know the meaning of Every Good Boy Does
Fine, you already know enough to enroll in this workshop.
Total beginners request free pamphlet by sending a SASE
to: Innovative Keyboard Instruction, 2841 S. Southwind
Dr., Gilbert, AZ 85295. A required material fee of $29 for
workbook and practice CD. Discounted fees for multiple weekly
classes with this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for
online registration. Website: justonceclasses.com. Instructor:
Craig Coffman
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37813
10/21		
Sa 8:30-11:30AM
EC-LNGE

Please be sure to review our Drop-in Policy located on page 39.
Register early! www.gvrec.org
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HEALTH, FITNESS & SPORTS
AQUATIC

No If’s, Abs, or Butts - NEW

Healing Water Aquatic Exercise
Water allows for a total body workout for all fitness levels.
Water exercises have been proven to minimize chronic
diseases, pain and improve one’s overall wellness. Come
benefit from water’s amazing properties. We’ll do a deep H20
workout (good for core stabilization) followed by a shallow
H20 workout. SUPPLIES NEEDED: noodle, hand buoys
(mini or regular) and buoyancy belt. Contact instructor at
cbsargee@gmail.com with any questions. Drop-in fee $12. NO
CLASS 11/20 or 11/22. Instructor: Christine Bernardo
Fee: Member (6) $60; (7) $70; (8) $80/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37701 (8) 10/2-25
M,W
3-4PM
CP1-POOL
37702 (7) 11/1-29
M,W
3-4PM
CP1-POOL
37703 (6) 12/4-20
M,W
3-4PM
CP1-POOL

FITNESS
20/20/20
20 minutes aerobic exercise, 20 minutes strength training, 20
minutes floor, core, and stretching exercises. Excellent combo
for all your workout needs. Great for both men and women.
Please bring hand weights, resistance tubing with handles, mat,
towel, and water. Fun for all! No judgment zone! Drop-in fee
$8. NO CLASS 12/23. 10/14, 11/11, 12/2 & 12/9 classes held
from 9-10, all others 10-11. Instructor: Julia Jacob
Fee: Member $32/Non-member $42 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37769
10/7-28
Sa
10-11AM
LC-OCOT
37770
11/4-25
Sa
10-11AM
LC-OCOT
37771
12/2-30
Sa
10-11AM
LC-OCOT

Exercise - Fun and Fitness
Stretch, tone up, low-impact aerobics, dance and much more
to great music. Men are invited too. Year round class. Wear
loose clothing and tennis shoes. Tuesdays in Palo Verde Room,
Fridays in Saguaro Room. Drop-in fee $5. NO CLASS 11/10.
Instructor: Donna Thiel
Fee: Member (7) $28; (9) $36/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37831 (9) 10/3-31
Tu,F
8-9:15AM
CH-PVR
37829 (7) 11/3-28
Tu,F
8-9:15AM
CH-PVR
37830 (9) 12/1-29
Tu,F
8-9:15AM
CH-PVR

This is a mixed format class combining yoga, Pilates, and
calisthenics with a focus not just on sculpting the “6-pack” but
cultivating a strong core to support lower back health. We will
also be spending equal time targeting glutes to strengthen and
stretch, as hip health is as important to hip function as the way
you look in jeans! Yoga mat required. Drops-ins welcome, $10.
NO CLASS 11/23. Instructor: Vivian Sanchez
Fee: Member $32/Non-member $42		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38587
10/5-26
Th
6-6:45PM
LC-CYPR
38588
11/2-30
Th
6-6:45PM
LC-CYPR
38589
12/7-28
Th
6-6:45PM
LC-CYPR

Step Intervals Plus - Intermediate
Love step aerobics? Want to tone the upper and lower body?
This is the class for you. We will mix step aerobics with weight
training segments throughout the class. This workout is packed
with high energy FUN and will burn lots of calories! Abdominal
work and a nice stretch at the end gives you a full body workout.
Please bring a set of weights (based on your skill level), mat,
towel, and water. Modifications provided during class, prior
step aerobics experience recommended. Discounted fees for
multiple weekly classes with this instructor, please see staff. Course
unavailable for online registration. NO CLASS 11/23. Instructor
Robin Lowe
Fee: Member (2) $14; (4) $28/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37862 (4) 10/5-26
Th
8-9AM		
CV-REC
37863 (4) 10/9-30
M
8-9AM		
CV-REC
37865 (4) 11/2-30
Th
8-9AM		
CV-REC
37864 (4) 11/6-27
M
8-9AM		
CV-REC
37866 (2) 12/4-11
M
8-9AM		
CV-REC
37867 (2) 12/7-14
Th
8-9AM		
CV-REC

Stretch for Gals
This class includes varied exercises designed to increase
energy, improve circulation, strengthen muscles, expand range
of motion, lubricate joints, relieve stiffness, keep your back in
alignment, improve posture and enhance overall physical ability
whatever your interest or sport. We try to move every muscle in
your body during class using varied disciplines such as classical
stretch, basic Yoga and Pilates. All done to the music you know
and love. Come join us. Please wear comfortable clothes and
athletic shoes (no flip flips). Bring a sticky mat, water and 2 to 8
lb weights. All skill levels welcome. Drop-in fee $7. Instructor:
Jan Jordan
Fee: Member (2) $14; (3) $21; (5) $35/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37875 (3) 10/13-27
F
8-9AM		
CV-REC
37872 (2) 10/18-25
W
8-9AM		
CV-REC
37873 (5) 11/1-29
W
8-9AM		
CV-REC
37874 (3) 11/3-17
F
8-9AM		
CV-REC

Please be sure to review our Drop-in Policylocated on page 39.
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Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

HEALTH, FITNESS & SPORTS
Stretch for Guys
This class includes varied exercises designed to increase
energy, improve circulation, strengthen muscles, expand range
of motion, lubricate joints, relieve stiffness, keep your back in
alignment, improve posture and enhance overall physical ability
whatever your interest or sport. We try to move every muscle in
your body during class using varied disciplines such as classical
stretch, basic Yoga, Pilates and even some Canadian Air Force
exercises. All done to the music you know and love. Come join
us. Please wear comfortable clothes and athletic shoes (no flip
flips). Bring a sticky mat, water and 2 to 8 lb weights. All skill
levels welcome. Drop-in fee $7. Instructor: Jan Jordan
Fee: Member (2) $14; (3) $21; (5) $35/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37868 (3) 10/13-27
F 9:30-10:30AM
CV-REC
37869 (2) 10/18-25
W 9:30-10:30AM
CV-REC
37870 (5) 11/1-29
W 9:30-10:30AM
CV-REC
37871 (3) 11/3-17
F 9:30-10:30AM
CV-REC

Stretch, Strengthen, and Stabilize Experienced - NEW
For those who have completed one or more sessions of Stretch,
Strengthen and Stabilize, who understand the principals and
nature of the class and enjoy the practice. This class will go a
bit deeper into the work. If it’s been a long time since you’ve
practiced, you’ll want to refresh with the Principal class. There
will still be correction and personal guidance. Wear loose
clothing and bring a yoga mat. Drop-in fee $15. Call Beth at
318-9590 with further questions. NO CLASS 11/23. Instructor:
Beth Jonquil
Fee: Member (3) $36; (4) $48; (5) $60/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37985 (5) 10/2-30
M
10-11:30AM CR-AMADO
37986 (4) 10/5-26
Th 10-11:30AM CR-AMADO
37987 (4) 11/2-30
Th 10-11:30AM CR-AMADO
37990 (4) 11/6-27
M
10-11:30AM CR-AMADO
37991 (3) 12/4-18
M
10-11:30AM CR-AMADO
37992 (4) 12/7-28
Th 10-11:30AM CR-AMADO

Stretch, Strengthen, and Stabilize - Principle
Learn and practice streches and exercises that will promote
whole body correction-alignment to establish muscular
balance. This can help and even eliminate lower back and
shoulder pain, chronic pain from injuries, and postural issues.
With practice, help correct disparity between the two sides of
the body, restore balance, and build functional strength. We
focus on the anatomical principals and primary exercises of this
form. In this class I will be more available for personal attention.
Wear loose clothing (no jeans or belts) and bring a yoga mat.
This class is required before taking the experienced level
classes. There are standing, floor, and knee based exercises,
with alternate exercises for special needs. Drop-in fee $15. Call
Beth Jonquil at 318-9590 with questions about the class. NO
CLASS 11/22.
Fee: Member $48/Non-member $58 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37850
10/4-25
W
10-11:30AM CR-AMADO
37851
11/1-29
W
10-11:30AM CR-AMADO
37852
12/6-27
W
10-11:30AM CR-AMADO

Tai Chi Wu Style - Beginning
Students will learn the first set from the Wu Style Tai Chi
form. Wonderful for balance, well-being, concentration,
relaxation, and the feeling of more flow in Life.  Instructor:
Heidi Wilson
Fee: Member $85/Non-member $95 		
Classes:8
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37827
10/2-11/20 M
8-9AM		
EC-AUD

Tai Chi Wu Style - Continuing
Students will continue to learn the the Wu Style Tai Chi
form. All students who have taken the beginning class are
welcome to take this class, whether you have practiced
what you learned or not. Wonderful for balance, well being,
concentration, relaxation and the feeling of more flow in Life.
Instructor: Heidi Wilson
Fee: Member $85/Non-member $95 		
Classes:8
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37828
10/2-11/20 M 9:15-10:15 AM
EC-AUD

Please be sure to review our Drop-in Policy located on page 39.
Register early! www.gvrec.org
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HEALTH, FITNESS & SPORTS
HEALTH
Beauty Inside and Out - NEW
Beauty is more than skin deep. Restore vitality, suppleness, and
beauty using reflexology, gentle stretching, and face yoga (YES,
face yoga). This class will promote facial beauty on the surface
as well as the energy underneath. Combat droopy eyes, one
sidedness, puffy under eyes and dry, lifeless skin. All levels are
welcome! Bring a yoga mat. Drop-in fee $12. Discounted fees for
multiple weekly classes with this instructor, please see staff. Course
unavailable for online registration. NO CLASS 11/23. Instructor:
Stacy Bell
Fee: Member (3) $30; (4) $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38054 (5) 10/2-30
M 8:30-9:30AM
LC-CYPR
38055 (4) 10/5-26
Th 8:30-9:30AM
LC-CYPR
38056 (4) 11/2-30
Th 8:30-9:30AM
LC-CYPR
38057 (4) 11/6-27
M 8:30-9:30AM
LC-CYPR
38058 (3) 12/4-18
M 8:30-9:30AM
LC-CYPR
38059 (4) 12/7-28
Th 8:30-9:30AM
LC-CYPR

Essential Oils for Health & Wellness - NEW
Where did wellness from plants originate? Why are people
turning to natural options? What are essential oils? How are
essential oils used and incorporated into a healthy lifestyle? Fee
includes handout and take home samples of lemon, lavender,
peppermint, and breathe essential oils, deep blue rub, On Guard
toothpaste, Breathe lozenge, and On Guard lozenge ($15
value). Instructor: Sally Bryan
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38576
10/3
Tu 9:30-11:30AM
LC-CTWD
38578
10/18
W
1-3:30PM
LC-ACAC

Guided Rest Meditation - NEW
Do you have chronic pain, stress, depression, PTSD, insomnia, or
anxiety? This specific body-sensing mediation called Yoga Nidra
is a proven practice to reduce stress, tension, and pain. Guided
meditation will leave you calm, focused, and able to glide through
your day and sleep like a baby. Come dressed for comfort, bring a
mat, blanket, and maybe a pillow. Anyone can do it, all welcome!
Drop-in fee $12. Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes with this
instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for online registration.
NO CLASS 11/23. Instructor: Stacy Bell
Fee: Member (3) $ 30; (4) $40; (5) $50/Non-members +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38066 (5) 10/2-30
M
10-11AM
LC-CYPR
38067 (4) 10/5-26
Th
10-11AM
LC-CYPR
38068 (4) 11/2-30
Th
10-11AM
LC-CYPR
38069 (4) 11/6-27
M
10-11AM
LC-CYPR
38070 (3) 12/4-18
M
10-11AM
LC-CYPR
38071 (4) 12/7-28
Th
10-11AM
LC-CYPR
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Please be sure to review our Drop-in Policy
located on page 39.

Learn Relaxation - Meditation in One Day!
Dr. Sam Yulish has been meditating/relaxing since 1971.
You will see immediate results. Exercises are NO PAIN and
NO STRAIN. Relaxation and meditation will improve every
aspect of your life: physical, mental and spiritual. And it is
so easy! This class is nonreligious and has no affiliations
of any kind to any organization—point blank. Physically
handicapped or challenged people are welcome. (Check with
your doctor). Start in one day improving the quality of your
life. Bring chair cushion if needed. Instructor: Sam Yulish
Fee: Member $18/Non-member $28 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37709
12/6
W
2-3:30PM
EC-GAME

Reiki Information Session
Reiki, (pronounced Ray Key) is a combination of two
Japanese words rei and ki meaning universal life energy.
Reiki is an ancient laying-on of hands healing technique
that uses the life force energy to heal, balancing the subtle
energies within our bodies. Reiki addresses physical,
emotional, mental and spiritual imbalances. This healing
art has proven to be an effective tool for numerous issues.
Join us for this informational session to learn how it works
on your chakras (energy centers) to put your energy field
back into balance. Instructor: Patricia Izzi, Holistic Health
Practioner
Fee: Member $15/Non-member $25 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37705
10/11
W 2:30-3:30PM
CP1-REC

Shake, Rattle & Roll: Life with Tremors - NEW
Have tremors that frustrate you or a loved one? You’re not alone!
Learn about exciting new research and practical ways to work
around tremors to make everyday life easier and less frustrating.
Instructor: Mary Paisley
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37674
10/26
Th 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD
37675
11/21
Tu
6-8PM		
LC-IRWD

PILATES
Balance and Posture
Improve your balance and posture as well as your gait (walking
pace) with this specially designed class. During the once a
week class, you will practice specific exercises designed to
challenge your balance as well as core postural alignment.
Just standing taller and being stronger will greatly improve
your confidence with walking and moving in general. Balance
and gait assessment testing will be conducted the first and
last meetings to see your improvement. Drop-in fee $12.
Instructor: Serenity Pilates
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70		
Classes:6
CR#
DATES DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37722
10/13-11/17 F 11:10AM-12PM
LC-JNPR
Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

HEALTH, FITNESS & SPORTS
Pilates Mat

Pickleball 101 (Introduction)

Pilates mat-based exercises are based on the principles of
breathing, concentration, focus, precision, centering and flow.
Pilates will help you develop better body awareness, postural
improvement, balance, flexibility, core strength and muscle
tone. Instructor may introduce small accessory equipment.
Bring a mat and small pillow or towel if needed for head
support. Drop-in fee $12. Serenity Pilates
Fee: Member (3) $27; (4) $36; (5) $45/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37715 (5) 10/2-30
M 8:30-9:20AM
LC-JNPR
37716 (4) 11/6-27
M 8:30-9:20AM
LC-JNPR
37718 (3) 12/4-18
M 8:30-9:20AM
LC-JNPR

Learn the fundamentals of Pickleball, the fastest growing senior
sport in North America. Class consists of 3 2-hour sessions on
3 consecutive Mondays. First class will focus on court layout,
rules, etiquette, grip, position and drills for serving/return of
serve. The second class will cover volley/dink shot and drill for
both. The third class will be a review and supervised games with
your peers. Paddles available for students. Wear tennis shoes.
Instructor: Paul May
Fee: Member $15/Non-member $25 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37727
10/2-16
M
3-5PM
EC-PICKL
37728
11/13-27
M
3-5PM
EC-PICKL
37729
12/4-18
M
3-5PM
EC-PICKL

SPORTS

Pickleball 202

Develop a Consistent Tennis Serve and
Simple Return
Placement and consistency are more important than power,
so you will learn with the newest instructional aids. You will be
introduced to the flat, slice and topspin serves but the most time
will be spent on a repeatable slice service motion. The service
return drills will give you practice on both your forehand and
backhand. You will learn to keep the return compact and simple
for success. Bring a tennis racket. Instructor: Ray Wardlaw
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37742
11/14-16 Tu-Th
12-1PM		
WC-TEN

Improve Your Tennis - 3 Day Workshop
This is a three day workshop to improve your tennis game.
Day 1 will focus on consistent contact of both volleys and
groundstrokes. Day 2 will emphasize shaping the shot and
includes predicting the movement of your opponent’s shot.
Day 3 will reinforce target tennis to move your opponent.
Each day will have at least 1 hour of drill followed by
competitive play to complete each workshop. Bring your
tennis racket. Instructor: Ray Wardlaw
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37733
11/7-9
Tu-Th
12-1:30PM
WC-TEN

Pickleball 202 is a sequel to Pickleball 201. Prerequisite:
participants are required to have taken Pickleball 201 OR have
a skill level of 3.0 or better. We review and build on the skills
and strategies introduced in Pickleball 201. Advanced skills
such as the third shot, team strategies, and movement will be
reviewed in variety of drills such as the three and seven ball
drills. Additional advanced skills such as unannounced lob from
no volley zone, smash, block and use of the ball machine will be
addressed. Instructor: Carol Hammerle
Fee: Member $15/Non-member $25 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37737
11/8-22
W
3-5PM
EC-PICKL

YOGA
Chair Yoga with Yoga Saguaro
A unique style that adapts yoga poses through creative uses of a
chair. Poses are practiced in a seated position or the chair is used
for support. The chair allows you to feel supported, stable, and
safe. Chair yoga can lead to stress reduction, improved health,
wellness, and foster graceful aging. Emphasizing the breath,
balance, and taking things at your own pace. Men welcome!
Richard recently completed (50 hours) ‘Integrative Yoga for
Seniors’ training at Duke University, and is a registered yoga
teacher, E-500 RYT, Yoga Alliance. Helpful PROPS (available for
purchase): yoga mat, yoga straps. Drop-in fee $10. Discounted
fees for multiple weekly classes with this instructor, please see staff.
Course unavailable for online registration. Instructor: Richard Roth
Fee: Member (3) $24, (4) $32; (5) $40/Non-members +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37765 (5) 10/3-31
Tu
11AM-12PM
LC-CYPR
37766 (4) 11/7-28
Tu
11AM-12PM
LC-CYPR
37767 (3) 12/5-19
Tu
11AM-12PM
LC-CYPR

Please be sure to review our Drop-in Policy located on page 39.
Register early! www.gvrec.org
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Deepen Your Practice Part I - NEW

Hatha Yoga Saguaro - Level I/II

This workshop series is for the student that wishes to explore
Yoga in more depth. This segment of the 2-part series is
informational as well as ‘practical,’ working as an excellent base
for the student looking to truly expand their practice. Note: Part
I strongly recommended before Part II; drop-ins also welcome,
$15. Week I: Why NOT to do Yoga? Introduction to types & styles
of Yoga. Week II: Physiology, History and Philosophy. Week III:
Breathing Practices; Chakras, Mantras and Chanting. Week IV:
Postures-why, how, modification, contraindications and benefits.
Contact instructor, Vivian Sanchez, (520) 312-4810, with
questions.
Fee: Member $40/Non-members $50		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38579
10/4-25
W
10AM-11PM
LC-JNPR

For students with a consistent yoga practice of one year and
knowledge of the basic 30 poses (asanas). Sun Salutations
are followed by standing/seated poses, twists, balance, back
bending, and some inversion poses. Strong emphasis will
be on breathing techniques (pranayama). Richard has been
instructing yoga since 2004 with extensive yoga study in India.
He recently completed ‘Integrative Yoga for Seniors,’ a 10-day
training at Duke University. REQUIRED PROPS (available
for purchase): firm yoga mat, 2 blocks, yoga strap and 2 firm
blankets. Drop-in fee $13. Discounted fees for multiple weekly
classes with this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for
online registration. Instructor: Richard Roth
Fee: Member (3) $30; (4) $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37750 (5) 10/3-31
Tu
9-10:30AM
LC-CYPR
37751 (4) 10/6-27
F
9-10:30AM
LC-CYPR
37752 (3) 11/3-17
F
9-10:30AM
LC-CYPR
37753 (4) 11/7-28
Tu
9-10:30AM
LC-CYPR
37754 (4) 12/1-22
F
9-10:30AM
LC-CYPR
37755 (3) 12/5-19
Tu
9-10:30AM
LC-CYPR

Deepen Your Practice Part II - NEW
This workshop is the more “physical” segment of the 2-part
series. Note: Some yoga experience is recommended but not
mandatory. Part I is strongly recommended before Part II,
yet, each class can be done as a drop-in ($15). Week I: Sun
Salutations versus Moon Salutations. Week II: Inversions and
Folds, Dissection and Deconstruction. Week III: Backbends
and Twists, Dissection and Deconstruction. Week IV: Balance
and Meditation (Gratitude Practice). NO CLASS 11/22. Contact
instructor, Vivian Sanchez, (520) 312-4810, with questions.
Fee: Member $40/Non-members $50		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38581
11/1-29
W 10AM-11PM
LC-JNPR

EZ Does It Yoga - A Gentle Practice
If you always wanted to try yoga but don’t feel you are
flexible, this is the class for you. Great, gentle class for people
of all shapes and sizes. Perfect for anyone who wants to
take it a little slower. We work on basic poses to stretch and
strengthen all major muscles and joints, as well as develop
greater relaxation in the pose. Breathing flexibility practice
is also stressed. Required props: please bring yoga mat, yoga
strap, yoga blocks, and 2 Mexican blankets or beach towels.
Instructor has props for sale. Discounted fees for multiple weekly
classes with this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for
online registration. NO CLASS 11/21. Instructor: Marti DeLong
Fee: Member (3) $30; (4) $40/Non-members +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37785 (4) 10/31-11/28 Tu 9:30-10:45AM
LC-JNPR
37786 (3) 12/5-19
Tu 9:30-10:45AM
LC-JNPR

Hatha Yoga Saguaro for Back Care
No experience necessary. Men and women welcome! If
you can breathe, you can practice hatha yoga. This gentle
class is designed for those with back challenges and anyone
intent on strengthening their back for improved stability
and posture. Emphasis on breathing techniques and poses
designed to stretch, strengthen, balance, and harmonize the
body, mind, and spirit. Richard is certified annually by Yoga
Alliance as E-500 RYT and recently completed the 10-day
‘Integrative Yoga for Seniors’ training at Duke University.
REQUIRED PROPS (available for purchase): yoga mat, 2
blocks, 8’ yoga strap and 2 very firm blankets (Mexican ideal).
Drop-in fee $10. Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes
with this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for online
registration. Instructor: Richard Roth
Fee: Member (3) $24; (4) $32/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37782 (4) 10/6-27
F
11AM-12PM
LC-CYPR
37783 (3) 11/3-17
F
11AM-12PM
LC-CYPR
37784 (4) 12/1-22
F
11AM-12PM
LC-CYPR

Please be sure to review our Drop-in Policy located on page 39.
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Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

HEALTH, FITNESS & SPORTS
Yoga - Level I/II

Yoga for Beginners

For students with some yoga experience. Principles
of alignment will be taught with emphasis on breath,
awareness, and safety. Instructions for deepening the poses
will be offered so students can move into those positions if
they desire. This course will continue to explore and work
on intermediate poses. Your own yoga mat is required.
Additional props to bring: blanket (one or two Mexican
blankets), block(s), and yoga strap. Kathy has props (except
mats) for sale. Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes with
this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for online
registration. Drop-in fee $12. Instructor: Kathy Edds
Fee: Member (3) $30; (4) $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37745 (5) 10/2-30
M
9-10:30AM LC-CTWD
37746 (4) 11/6-27
M
9-10:30AM LC-CTWD
37747 (3) 12/4-18
M
9-10:30AM LC-CTWD

Designed for students without previous knowledge of yoga or
for those who may desire a gentler practice. This class is slow
and methodical so students can learn the basic elements of how
to practice yoga. Students should be able to get up and down
from the floor. Emphasis is on breath and physical alignment,
with poses being repeated to allow for developing a strong
understanding of yoga principles. Required props: your own
yoga mat is required. Additional props to bring: blanket (one
or two Mexican blankets work well), 2- 4’ yoga blocks, and an
8’ yoga strap. Valerie is registered with Yoga Alliance as a 200
hour RYT. Drop-in fee $12. Instructor: Valerie Davenport
Fee: Member $40/Non-members $50		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37788
11/7-28
Tu 1:30-2:45PM
LC-OCOT
37789
12/5-26
Tu 1:30-2:45PM
LC-OCOT

Yoga Beyond Beginners
This class is for beginners who want a more vigorous practice
and added pose challenges. Receive a firm command and
understanding of yoga principles. The class is structured
as more of a methodical breakdown of yoga poses and how
to adjust them for your own practice. Emphasis will be on
breath, balance, and alignment. Required: yoga mat, 8’
strap, 1-2 blankets (Mexican) and 2 blocks. Props for sale
(except mats). Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes with this
instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for online registration.
Drop-in fee $12. NO CLASS 11/22. Instructor: Kathy Edds
Fee: Member (3) $30; (4) $40/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37779 (4) 10/4-25
W
3-4:30PM
LC-CTWD
37780 (4) 11/1-29
W
3-4:30PM
LC-CTWD
37781 (3) 12/6-20
W
3-4:30PM
LC-CTWD

Yoga for Athletes and Seated Warriors - NEW
Do you play golf, tennis, archery, pickleball? Even jewelry
making or painting? These one-sided sports and activities are
wonderful fun, but can create havoc in your body. This class
will promote alignment and balance for your entire body.
Find a stronger swing and longer drive while reducing hip
and back pain in this all-level hatha yoga class. Because you
are an athlete. Bring a yoga mat. Discounted fees for multiple
weekly classes with this instructor, please see staff. Course
unavailable for online registration. Instructor: Stacy Bell
Fee: Member (4) $40; (5) $50/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38060 (5) 10/3-31
Tu 5:30-6:30PM
LC-CYPR
38061 (4) 10/6-27
F
5:30-6:30PM
LC-CYPR
38062 (4) 11/3-24
F
5:30-6:30PM
LC-CYPR
38063 (4) 11/7-28
Tu 5:30-6:30PM
LC-CYPR
38064 (5) 12/1-29
F
5:30-6:30PM
LC-CYPR
38065 (4) 12/5-26
Tu 5:30-6:30PM
LC-CYPR
Please be sure to review our Drop-in Policy
located on page 39.
Register early! www.gvrec.org

Yogalates - NEW
60 minutes of Pilates and yoga combined to sculpt long,
lean, and stronger muscles while also promoting flexibility to
increase range of motion. Lots of options and modifications
offered to meet the needs of the beginner as well as the “gym
rat.” Yoga or Pilates mat required. Drops-ins welcome, $10.
NO CLASS 11/24. Instructor: Vivian Sanchez
Fee: Member (3) $30; (4) $40/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38582 (4) 10/6-27
F
11AM-12PM
LC-CTWD
38583 (3) 11/3-17
F
11AM-12PM
LC-CTWD
38584 (4) 12/1-22
F
11AM-12PM
LC-CTWD

ZUMBA
Zumba® Gold with Toning
The Zumba. Gold-Toning program combines the enticing
world rhythms of the Zumba. Gold program with strengthtraining techniques, creating an easy-to-follow, healthboosting dance-fitness program for the young at heart,
including beginners. Using weights, you will build strength
and tone all the target zones. JOIN THE PARTY, DITCH
THE WORKOUT! Drop-in fee $10. Bring 1 to 2 lb. weights
and water. Discounted fees for multiple weekly classes with
this instructor, please see staff. Course unavailable for online
registration. NO CLASS 10/11, 10/13, 10/18, 11/24, 11/27.
Instructor: Terri James, licensed instructor since 2008
Fee: Member (2) $17; (3) $26; (5) $43/Non-member +$10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37797 (5) 10/2-30
M
9-10AM		
LC-AGAV
37796 (2) 10/4-25
W
9-10AM		
LC-AGAV
37798 (3) 10/6-27
F
9-10AM		
LC-AGAV
37799 (5) 11/1-29
W
9-10AM		
LC-AGAV
37791 (3) 11/3-17
F
9-10AM		
LC-AGAV
37792 (3) 11/6-20
M
9-10AM		
LC-AGAV
37793 (3) 12/1-15
F
9-10AM		
LC-AGAV
37794 (3) 12/4-18
M
9-10AM		
LC-AGAV
37795 (3) 12/6-20
W
9-10AM		
LC-AGAV
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LANGUAGE ARTS & WRITING
FRENCH
Advanced Conversation

Cette classe est pour les personnes qui veulent
pratiquer. Les sujets de conversation sont choisis par
les participants du groupe. On peut donc prendre
cette classe plusieurs fois pour le plaisir de parler et de
progresser encore. Sylvie Robertshaw, M. Ed, is a native
French speaker. NO CLASS 11/24.
Fee: Member $85/Non-member $95 		
Classes:5
CR#
DATES DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37671
11/3-12/8 F
9:30-11:30AM
LC-ACAC

Beginner Conversation II

If you speak some basic French or just took BEGINNER
I, keep expanding your vocabulary and knowledge of
French culture while practicing everyday situations using
oral communication. Please bring the required text Learn
French the Fast and Fun Way by Elizabeth Bourquin
Leete (available locallly) to the first class. Instructor, Sylvie
Robertshaw, M. Ed, is a native speaker.
Fee: Member $85/Non-member $95 		
Classes:5
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37672 11/14-12/12 Tu
9:30-11:30AM
LC-ACAC

French Literature I

Pour ce cours, nous lirons ensemble Le Petit Prince en
français. Nous porterons notamment notre attention
sur les nombreux dialogues du texte.Si vous avez un
exemplaire de ce petit chef-d’oeuvre d’Antoine de
Saint-Exupéry (en français de préférence ou en anglais),
apportez-le en classe. Instructor, Sylvie Robertshaw, M.
Ed., is a native speaker. NO CLASS 11/23.
Fee: Member $85/Non-member $95 		
Classes:5
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37669
11/2-12/7 Th
2-4PM		
LC-ACAC

SPANISH
Advanced I

This course is for those who have completed Spanish
Intermediate IV. We will cover the imperative tense.
Required text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb
Tenses, by Dorothy Devney Richmond. Zandra Pardi,
B.A., is a native speaker and experienced instructor.
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37677
10/3-24
Tu
9-11AM		
DH-RMC
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Advanced II

This course is for those who have completed Spanish
Advanced I. The course covers the present subjunctive
tense. Required text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb
Tenses, by Dorothy Richmond. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a
native speaker and experienced instructor.
Fee: member $75/Non-member $85 		
Classes:6
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37694
10/31-12/5 Tu
9-11AM		
DH-RMC

Basics

This course is an introduction to learn the alphabet and
words, telling time, greetings, useful expressions, and
how to order a meal. Handouts included. Zandra Pardi,
B.A., is a native speaker and experienced instructor.
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37682
10/5-19
Th
9-11AM		
DH-RMC
37681 10/16-30
M
9-11AM		
DH-RMC

Casa del Estudiante

Si deseas sumergirte en el mágico mundo de la cultura de
México, y si te gusta platicar de la riqueza de otros pueblos y
de la vida en otros países. Entonces éste es el lugar indicado
para conversar. No necesitas traer nada a la clase, sólo
ganas de hablar en español. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a native
speaker and experienced instructor.
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37678
10/3-24
Tu
1-3PM
SRS-FSTA
37679 10/31-11/21 Tu
1-3PM
SRS-FSTA

Elementary I

Have you completed Spanish Basics? This course is
for you! We’ll cover the present tense of regular verbs.
Required text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb
Tenses, by Dorothy Richmond. NO CLASS 11/23. Zandra
Pardi, B.A., is a native speaker and experienced instructor.
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 		
Classes:5
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37689 10/26-11/30 Th
9-11AM		
DH-RMC
37690
11/6-12/4
M
9-11AM		
DH-RMC

Elementary II

This course is for those who have completed Spanish
Elementary I. The course covers the verbs ‘to be: ser,
and estar.’ Required text: Practice Makes Perfect
Spanish Verb Tenses, by Dorothy Devney Richmond.
Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a native speaker and experienced
instructor.
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37683
10/5-26
Th 12:30-2:30PM
DH-RMA

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

LANGUAGE ARTS & WRITING
Elementary III

This course is for those who have completed Spanish
Elementary II. The course covers ‘hay’, ‘tener’ and the
personal ‘a.’ Required text: Practice Makes Perfect
Spanish Verb Tenses, by Dorothy Devney Richmond. NO
CLASS 11/23. Zandra Pardi, B.A., is a native speaker and
experienced instructor.
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37697
11/9-30
Th 12:30-2:30PM
DH-RMA

Elementary IV

Have you completed Spanish Elementary III? This cuorse
is for you! We will learn the common irregular verbs
‘saber’ and ‘conocer.’ Required text: Practice Makes
Perfect Spanish Verb Tenses, by Dorothy Richmond.
Instructor: Zandra Pardi, B.A.
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 		
Classes:5
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37676
10/2-30
M 5:30-7:30PM
DH-RMC

Elementary V

Have you completed Spanish Elementary IV? This
course is for you! This course covers the reflexive verb
‘gustar’ and the present progressive tense. Required
text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb Tenses by
Dorothy Richmond. Zandra Pardi is a native speaker and
experienced instructor.
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 		
Classes:5
CR#
DATES DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37695
11/6-12/4 M 5:30-7:30PM
DH-RMC

Intermediate I

This course is for those who have completed Spanish
Elementary V. The course covers the preterite tense.
Required text: Practice Makes Perfect Spanish Verb
Tenses, by Dorothy Devney Richmond. Zandra Pardi,
B.A., is a native speaker and experienced instructor.
Fee: Member $75/Non-member $85 		
Classes:6
CR#
DATES DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37687
10/11-/15 W
1-3PM		
DH-RMA

Vámonos!

If you are willing to practice all those Spanish verb
tenses, this is a perfect class for you! We will focus
on pronunciation and also learn some vocabulary
and phrases as an introduction to the conversational
Spanish, followed by topics related to everyday life in
Latin America. Zandra Pardi is a native speaker and
experienced instructor.
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37692
10/4-25
W 9:30-11:30AM
DH-RMA
37693
11/1-22
W 9:30-11:30AM
DH-RMA

WRITING
Write Your Life

Leave a living legacy of your life’s highlights for family
and friends. Share with others the stories of your
childhood, your work, joys, challenges and successes.
Constructive comments will be offered by classmates.
Bring writing to first class along with paper and pencil.
NO CLASS 11/21. Instructor: Ardyth Guest
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 		
Classes:5
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37700
11/7-12/12 Tu
9-11AM		
DH-RMA

PLANTS
Caring for Your Desert Landscaping
Week 1: What to plant and why. Week 2: Pruning and
planting. Week 3: Insects, pests, disease and weed control.
Week 4: Irrigation and fertilizing. Instructor is a Landscape
Architect, Certified Arborist and has accumulated 30 years
of gardening experience in the Green Valley area. $10
material fee paid to instructor at class. Instructor: Linda
Strader
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37660 10/3-24
Tu
9-11AM
CR-AMADO
37661 11/7-28
Tu
9-11AM
CR-AMADO
37662 12/5-26
Tu
9-11AM
CR-AMADO

There is a place for everyone in GVR’s
remarkable and enjoyable Spanish
program. If you would like help choosing a
class, please call Zandra at
(520) 245-9476. She will advise you as
to which class is the best for you.

Register early! www.gvrec.org
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LANGUAGE ARTS & WRITING
Landscaping with Desert Natives
Landscape your home with desert natives and reap the
benefits of low water use, attracting native birds, and
minimize maintenance. Instructor is a Landscape Architect,
Certified Arborist and has accumulated over 30 years of
gardening experience in the Green Valley area. $4 material
fee paid to instructor at class. Instructor: Linda Strader
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37663 11/6		
M
9-10AM
LC-ACAC

Planting a Hummingbird Garden
Skip the sugar syrup! Learn what to plant to attract
hummingbirds to your yard all year long. Instructor is a
Landscape Architect, Certified Arborist and has accumulated
over 30 years of gardening experience in the Green Valley
area. $3 material fee paid to instructor at class Instructor:
Linda Strader
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37667 12/11		
M 9-10:30AM		
LC-ACAC

Successful Cactus and Succulent Gardens
Learn which plants to choose for a cactus and succulent
garden that will survive both our summers and winters.
Design hints will also be offered to help make your selection
unique. Instructor is a Certified Arborist and Landscape
Architect with more than 30 years of experience in the area.
$3 material fee paid to instructor at class. Instructor: Linda
Strader
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37665 11/27		
M
9-10:30AM
LC-ACAC

Vegetable Gardening in Containers
Learn how to grow vegetables and herbs in containers and
which varieties are best for the desert. Instructor has over
30 years of experience growing vegetables in the desert.
$4 material fee paid to instructor at class. Instructor: Linda
Strader
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37664
11/13		
M
9-10AM		
LC-ACAC
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TRAVEL
Arizona’s Wild Rivers
The very existence of flowing rivers in a land renowned for its
sere landscapes is cause for celebration. Yet the vast majority of
our riverine environments are mostly or completely destroyed.
The remaining ones are highly imperiled. Here, then, is a
photographic celebration and investigation of two of our special
waterways—the Santa Cruz and San Pedro Rivers. Naturalist
and Conservationist Vincent Pinto will be your guide in this
slide show and accompanying displays. Discover the life that
abounds in and near the two rivers. Learn about the natural
and human history that continues to shape them and about the
continued forces that threaten to degrade them.
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37608 10/17		
Tu
2-4PM		
LC-IRWD
37609 11/14		
Tu
2-4PM		
LC-IRWD

Naturalist’s Tour of our Sky Islands I
In Arizona we are endowed with an array of fascinating forested
mountains that are separated by drier valleys. These virtual
islands—a sort of inland American Galapagos—have latitude,
longitude, topography, meteorology, and geology, conspiring
to make each mountain range unique in its exact complement
of flora, fauna and natural history. Naturalist and Wildlife
Biologist Vincent Pinto will take you on a slide show tour of
some of the most beautiful and diverse Sky Islands in AZ and
NM. In Part I, walk with him as he spends a day in the following
ranges: Atascosas, Peloncillos, Pinalenos, Catalinas, and
Galiuros. Parts I & II can be taken independently of each other.
Optional, non-GVR sponsored, instructor led 3-day field trip to the
Chiricahua Mountains, March 26-28. Trip fee is payable directly to
the instructor.
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37605 10/17		
Tu 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD
37606 11/9		
Th
2-4PM		
LC-IWRD

Naturalist’s Tour of Our Sky Islands II
Naturalist and wildlife biologist Vincent Pinto takes you on
a slideshow tour of some of the most beautiful and diverse
areas of the Sky Islands in Arizona and New Mexico. In Part
II, join Vincent for in-depth explorations of the Chiricahuas,
Dragoons, Huachucas, Santa Ritas and Patagonias. Discover
the pleasures of island hopping in your own backyard! Parts I
& II can be taken independantly of each other. Optional, nonGVR sponsored, instructor-led 2-day field trip to the Chiricahua
Mountains on March 27-29. Trip fee is payable to the instructor.
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37612
10/24
Tu 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD
37613
11/16
Th 10AM-12PM
LC-CTWD

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

NATURE & GARDENING
Sonoita Creek State Natural Area - NEW

Basic Desert Wilderness Survival Skills

Southeast Arizona is endowed with a plethora of wild areas.
Beyond these well-know destinations lies a hidden treasure—
Sonoita Creek State Natural Area. This 9,000-acre wilderness
area contains a wide array of habitats. Join Wildlife Biologist
and Naturalist Vincent PInto, as he guides you through these
beautiful habitats. Optional instructor- led, non-GVR sponsored
field trip to explore SCSNA on March 3, 2018. Trip fee is payed
directly to the instructor.
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37617 10/25		
W
2-4PM		
LC-IRWD
37618 11/15		
W
2-4PM		
LC-IRWD
37619 12/7
Th 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD

Do you have what it takes to survive in the wilds of Arizona? If
you love the outdoors, yet lack the skills to survive any number
of emergency situations, then you owe it to yourself to learn
now! Drawing upon his 30 years of wilderness experience,
Vincent PInto will show you do’s and don’ts, how to craft
survival tools, find and purify water, construct a shelter,
navigate without a compass, identify dangerous plants and
animals, and more! Part of the slide show will document a 3-day
wilderness survival trip that Vincent accomplished using no
modern gear. He will also share his personal experiences filming
for a Discovery Channel survival show. Optional (non-GVR
sponsored) instructor-led field trip to Raven’s Nest Nature Sanctuary
on 10/27. Trip fee is payed directly to the instructor and includes all
class materials and lunch.
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37628 10/24		
Tu
2-4:30PM
LC-IRWD
37629
12/5		
Tu
2-4:30PM
LC-IRWD

The Magnificent Mogollon Rim
The heart of Arizona is cleft by a jaw-dropping series of
cliffs overlooking equally beautiful canyon country below.
The Mogollon (pronounced ‘mug-ee-un’) Rim is a rugged
escarpment that forms the southern limit of the Colorado
Plateau. Naturalist and Wildlife Biologist Vincent Pinto will
guide this photographic journey into the heart of ‘rimrock
country’ which is a central feature in the ecology of our state.
From top to bottom you’ll learn why nature uniquely thrives
in this remote region. Included will be an investigation of
the ancient people that once called the Mogollon Rim home,
including their ethnobotanical uses of local plants.
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37610 10/18		
W
2-4PM		
LC-IRWD
37611 11/7		
Tu
2-4PM
LC-CTWD

WILDLIFE & WILDERNESS
Amazing Arachnids
Arachnids are the eight-legged creatures that include spiders,
scorpions, daddy-long-legs and many other animals. Did
you know that arachnids are the second most diverse group
of land-dwelling invertebrates, only behind the insects?
Unfortunately, many people fear these remarkable animals.
This class will introduce students to these fascinating animals.
We will also try to dispel people’s fears and misperceptions
about them. So join us for a fun, interesting look at our
arachnid neighbors. Instructor: Jeff Babson
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37623
10/16
M 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD

Register early! www.gvrec.org

Bats: Myths, Folklore, and the Truth

Bats are a much-maligned, much-misunderstood group of
mammals. In reality, bats are fascinating, diverse and highly
beneficial. This class will explore the diversity, importance
and ecology of these amazing animals. We will also dispel
many of the misconceptions that humans have about bats.
We will pay particular attention to bat species found in
Arizona. Instructor: Jeff Babson
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37634
10/30
M 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD

Bird Classification
This class, in the Bird Biology series, tackles the taxonomy and
systematics of birds. In short, how birds are classified. Did you
ever wonder why bird names are constantly changing? Or why
the order of birds as they appear in field guides is never static?
The class will show you the science behind these changes.
Instructor: Jeff Babson
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37643
11/27
M 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD
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NATURE & GARDENING
Birdwatching - Hands On!
Come learn the basic skills of identifying birds or sharpen
the ones you already have. Learning to interact with birds
at home or in the field is really fun and SW Arizona is one
of the most popular birdwatching areas in the world. We’ll
explore ‘all the ways to observe birds’ and discuss how to
choose good binoculars, field guides and other tools. The
first class includes 2-1/2 hours in the classroom followed by
field practice and lunch, ending mid-afternoon. There will be
2 follow-up field trips (non-GVR sponsored) to great birding
locales for an additional fee to be paid to the instructor. Bring
binoculars and field guides if you have them, but don’t buy
new until you take the first class. Also bring lunch, beverage
and snacks. Come join Sandy, an experienced naturalist, for
some great fun. Call instructor for information at 648-0054.
Instructor: Sandy McMahan
Fee: Member $50/Non-member $60 		
Classes: 1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37620
10/11
W 8-10:30AM
EC-LNGE
Field Trip Dates: 10/18 & 10/25
37621
11/3		
F
8-10:30AM
EC-LNGE
Field Trip Dates: 11/10 & 11/17
37622
12/1		
F
8-10:30AM
EC-LNGE
Field Trip Dates: 12/8 & 12/15

Sky Island Invertebrates - Diminutive
Dazzlers! - NEW
The Sky Islands or Madrean Archipelago of Arizona is endowed
with a truly mind boggling array of Invertebrates—animals
without internal skeletons. Naturalist and Wildlife Biologist
Vincent Pinto will guide you into a world where flashy subtropical
beetles roam the monsoonal landscape, where flies eat large
wasps, and Harvester Ants are killed by ninja-like Spiders!
Each species covered boasts an intriguing natural history and
fascinating evolutionary tale. Using a combination of beautiful
slides, preserved specimens, and live creatures, Vincent will help
you discover the magic of this lilliputian world!
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37876 11/7		
Tu 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD
37877 12/6		
W
2-4PM		
LC-IRWD

Sky Island Jaguars & Ocelots - Shadow
Cats - NEW

Dragonflies and damselflies are amazing insects that are
becoming increasingly popular with amateur naturalists, being
just as colorful as birds and butterflies. This presentation will
introduce students to these wonderful bugs, delving into the
classification, identification, and diversity of dragonflies and
damselflies in southern Arizona. Join us for a fun look at the
dancers, bluets, darners, skimmers, and all of the other dragons
that live in Arizona! Instructor: Jeff Babson
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37642 11/13		
M 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD

Of all the unexpected wildlife species present in our hyperdiverse Sky Islands region, none evoke more surprise than
the presence of 2 tropical cats. Both Jaguars and Ocelots,
skulk in unknown numbers in our state! Join Wildlife Biologist
and Naturalist Vincent Pinto on an in-depth look to discover
their taxonomy, distribution, habitat, diet, and more. What
has happened to our top feline predator? What impact can
they have on an Ecosystem? Identifying Jaguar and Ocelot
by tracks & signs. What is their future in AZ and can you help
with conservation? These topics and more addressed in a slide
show sure to leave you fascinated with these felines! Optional
instructor- led, non-GVR sponsored field trip to explore recent Jaguar
jaunts on December 9, 2017. Trip fee payable to instructor.
Fee: Member $25/Non-member $35 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37635
11/1		
W
2-4PM		
LC-IRWD
37648
12/4		
M 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD

Herons, Egrets, and Water Birds - NEW

Sky Island Predators: Fierce Feeders - NEW

Dragons and Damsels

In this class, we focus on birds that are found in
wetlandsherons, egrets, ibises, rails, pelicans, and more. This
group includes some of North America’s most conspicuous
birds, as well as some of the most secretive. We will look at
the identification, natural history, and conservation of these
natural birds. Instructor: Jeff Babson
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37627 10/23		
M 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD
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The Sky Islands region harbors an incredible diversity of
wildlife.  Here you’ll find a plethora of birds, mammals,
reptiles, amphibians, fish, and invertebrates. Each of these
groups contains predators, large and small that collectively
dine upon other local species. Join Vincent Pinto to learn
about other species that consume their cohorts, including
their diet, natural history, and pertinent conservation issues.
Don’t miss this incredible slide show with photos and videos
from throughout the Sky Islands and learn about cougars,
Golden Eagles, hawks, rattlesnakes, Sonoran Toads, Assassin
Bugs, spiders, Army Ants, and many more species.
Fee Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37641
11/8		
W
2-4PM		
LC-IRWD
37646
12/5		
Tu 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

SPECIAL INTEREST
Thorns, Stingers, and Fangs - Welcome to AZ! AngelSpeake® Workshop
Black widows, poison ivy, rattlesnakes, cacti that ‘jump’ at you,
centipedes, kissing bugs, Africanized bees, stinging ants, Gila
monsters, and scorpions— welcome to the southwest! How in
the world can we enjoy the wilds with these daunting species
as neighbors? Using a combination of slide show, live creatures,
and preserved specimens, Wildlife Biologist Vincent Pinto
will help you learn the differences between truly dangerous
animals and plants versus those that we unjustly fear. Further,
we’ll delve into the identification, natural history, and first aid
involved with each fascinating species covered. Not only will
you increase your knowledge and safety, you may also discover
that you’ve made a few unconventional friends along the way—
just give them a wide berth at times!
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37630
10/25
W 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD
37631
11/9		
Th 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD
37632
12/4		
M
2-4PM		
LC-IRWD

Woodpeckers, Roadruners and Trogons, Oh
My!
Roadrunners, woodpeckers, quail, and doves are the focus of
this class, as we discuss the classification, identification and
ecology of these birds. Ever wondered why woodpeckers don’t
get headaches? Or, which dove is important to healthy saguaro
populations? What bird put southern Arizona on the birding
map? This class will answer these questions and many more.
Join us for a look at some of our most visible and familiar desert
birds. Instructor: Jeff Babson
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37636
11/6		
M 10AM-12PM
LC-IRWD

GENERAL
AARP Smart Driver Course
This classroom refresher course is designed for drivers age
50 and older. It is a great first step to help drivers assess and
enhance their driving skills. The course is taught in one fourhour session. It covers rules of the road, normal age-related
physical changes that may impact our driving and tips to
compensate for these changes. Bring your driver’s license to
class and a cushion to sit on, if desired. MUST PRE-REGISTER
FOR THIS CLASS. REGISTRANTS WILL PAY INSTRUCTOR AT
CLASS BY CASH OR CHECK. AARP MEMBERS $15, NONMEMBERS $20. Instructor: Wesley Whitman
Fee: Payable to instructor 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37594
11/2
Th 9:30AM-01:30PM
LC-OCOT

Register early! www.gvrec.org

This workshop, based on the book “AngelSpeake®” by Trudy
Griswold and Barbara Mack, focuses on your relationship with
your Angels and your spiritual path. The Angels want to speak
to you even more than you want to speak to them. Contact
your Angels in writing and have fun doing it. Learn the Four
Fundamentals for accessing Angelic help, the Seven Steps to
talking with your Angels and how they create miracles. There
will be time for sharing any special Angelic encounters you may
have had. Absolutely no writing experience is required to take
this workshop! Instructor: Patricia Izzi, certified AngelSpeake®
facilitator
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37591 10/31		
Tu
2:30-4PM
EC-GAME
37592 11/8		
W
2:30-4PM
ABS-REC
37593 12/4		
M 3:30-5:30PM
EC-GAME

Brain Aerobics
With an aging population worrying about Alzheimer’s disease,
stress causing memory blockages and our poor diets impacting
our brain cells, what are we to do? Brain Aerobics, a simple
method to keep your brain active, has now been enhanced by
new research that proves using a new technique as little as 10
minutes a day can help maintain your brain health, decrease
your risk of dementia and keep you alert and functioning well
mentally. Material fee of $8 for handouts paid to instructor.
Instructor: Patricia Izzi, Holistic Health Practitioner
Fee: Member $80/Non-member $90 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37603
11/7-28
Tu 2:30-4:30PM
CH-MESQ

Chakra Balancing
Are you feeling tired? Do you have trouble sleeping? Feeling
anxious, angry, out of balance? Well, maybe your chakras
need re-aligning! Charkas, the energy centers in our bodies,
are constantly in motion and sometimes need to be ‘tweaked’
to create a better flow of energy throughout our bodies.
Working with the 7 basic chakras you will learn what to eat
to strengthen each chakra, how to stay grounded and how to
increase your vibrational frequency with crystals and simple
everyday techniques. $5 material fee payable to instructor.
Instructor: Patricia Izzi, Holistic Health Practitioner
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 		
Classes:4
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37704
10/3-24
Tu 2:30-3:30PM
EC-GAME

Civil Discourse - Mind Expansion
This course involves discussion of current topics as they relate
to past and present events. Prejudice, dogma and bigotry
discouraged - informed civil discourse encouraged. 10/30 class
held in the EC Auditorium. Instructor: Paul McCreary
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37599 10/30-11/13 M
1-3PM		
EC-LNGE
37600
12/4-18
M
1-3PM		
EC-LNGE
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SPECIAL INTEREST
Color Your World - NEW
“I’ll never be confused by color again.” In these class you will
analyze your reaction to certain colors used together and
as a group. We will discuss monochromatic, analogous, and
complementary colors in art and decorating which will give
each student confidence when making major color decisions in
their hobbies and surroundings. Material fee of $8 payable to
instructor. Instructor: Donna Vernon
Fee: Member $29/Non-member $39 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38073
10/16-30
M
9-10AM
ABN-REC

Declutter Your World - NEW
“We can only move forward when we learn to let go.” In
these classes you will learn how to define clutter in your
living space. An organized process will be provided so you
can once and for all rid yourself of ‘blockages’ and create an
environment that is easy to maneuver through and beautiful
to reside in. A four-hour journey that is guaranteed to change
your life. Instructor: Donna Vernon
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37763
11/20-27
M
9-11AM
ABN-REC
37764
12/11-18
M
9-11AM
ABN-REC

Decorate Your World (Beginning)- NEW
Does your home reflect your personality, lifestyle, and
the colors you love in a beautiful and unique way? If you
answered not really, then this class is for you! At the
completion of these classes, you will leave with a very clear
understanding of your perfect color palette and decorating
style, which can be easily incorporated into any budget.
Material fee of $8 payable to instructor. Instructor: Donna
Vernon
Fee: Member $39/Non-member $49 		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38084
10/5-12
Th
9-11AM
ABN-REC

Decorate Your World (Intermediate) - NEW
“I can create a beautiful, supportive, and energizing home.”
In these intermediate classes we will learn how to listen to
our home—what does it want? What to do want? We will
be discussing architectural details, presenting our existing
homes, and the effect our surroundings have on color choice
for ceilings, walls, and floors. Instructor: Donna Vernon
Fee: Member $39/Non-member $49 		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38087
10/19-26
Th
9-11AM
ABN-REC
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Designing Custom Draperies (Beginning) NEW
“Create a more beautiful view of your world.” Say ‘adios’ to
your ‘tired’ vertical blinds and ‘hola’ to a fresh look in your
home with custom-made drapes. We will take you through
the creative journey of choosing style, cut, fabric option,
and ‘color way’ that is complementary to your dwelling and
lifestyle. Instructor: Donna Vernon
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38118 11/2-9		
Th
9-11AM
ABN-REC

Designing Custom Draperies
(Intermediate) - NEW
‘There are no limits to my creativity.’ We will experience
hands-on production and actually complete a set of
draperies for a home in Green Valley. All steps to the process
will be explained and each student will have a role to play in
the process. Instructor: Donna Vernon
Fee: Member $60/Non-member $70 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38119 11/30-12/14
Th
9-11AM
ABN-REC

Dia de los Muertos - Day of the Dead - NEW
Zandra Pardi, Spanish instructor and Terri James, dance
instructor will deliver a bilingual presentation of origin and
traditions of the ‘Día de los Muertos’ an important Mexican
celebration that honors passed loved ones. The presentation
will give special attention to the music, introducing La
Bruja, (the witch) from Veracruz, La Llorona (the weeping
woman ghost) from Oaxaca, and El Esqueleto (the skeleton).
Participants will be lead by instructors to learn basic dance
steps to these beautiful folkroic songs. Participants will also
decorate a sugar skull keepsake, a traditional offering to the
homemade alters of those who have passed. Zandra and Terri
will perform at the conclusion of the workshop. Refreshments
will be served.
Fee: Member $20/Non-member $30 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37952
11/2		
Th
5-7PM		
LC-OCOT

Discover You! Find Your Passion, Life
Purpose and Take Action - NEW
Please come prepared to experience new energy and
become motivated to make life changes! You will start with
a simple life assessment tool looking for areas that you feel
might be out of balance, choose one of those areas to create
SMART goals, and create a strategy to achieve your goals.
You will learn about Positive Affirmations and create in class
a take-home hanging affirmation piece. You will choose an
accountability buddy. Go to www.lifecoachrebeccasmith.
com to learn about instructor Rebecca Smith, MEd, PCC.
Fee: Member $65/Non-member $75 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37562
10/12		
Th
12-3PM		
LC-IRWD
Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

SPECIAL INTEREST
Do You Know Your Angels?
Belief in Angels is a common denominator that runs through
religion, different races, civilizations and countries. This
belief is also projected in worldwide art, music and media.
Join us for an informative look at Angels, how they work in
your life, their hierarchy, and some sharing of Angel stories.
Instructor: Patricia Izzi
Fee: Member $35/Non-member $45 		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37573 10/16-23
M 3:30-4:30PM
ABS-REC

Ethics Without the Sermon - NEW
This three-week course will explore right, wrong, philosophy,
ethics, logic, and more. We’ll look at conundrums, old and
new, whose answering the question in just the beginning. This
course in a quirky, intelligent ride that will leave you thinking.
Instructor: Mark Horton
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37604 12/5-19
Tu
9-11AM
LC-OCOT

From Drab to Glam: Makeup Tips and
Techniques for Women
Have you noticed a few changes in your appearance over the
past few years—’how did that happen overnight?’ Would you
like to look more radiant and feel more confident? Makeup
routines we used in our 20s and 30s probably don’t work
for us anymore, but what does? As we mature, there are
tips and techniques we should all know. This class will offer
a demonstration of makeup techniques and answer your
questions. You will leave knowing the products and techniques
that will help you be your best you. Material fee of $3 paid to
instructor at class. Instructor: Elise Marquam-Jahns
Fee: Member $29/Non-member $39 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37585
11/2		
Th
1-3PM		
LC-ACAC
37586
12/4		
Th
1-3PM		
LC-ACAC

Makeup Party: Learn & Practice
Techniques with Your Makeup - NEW
The right makeup and techniques can erase 5-20 years!
BRING YOUR OWN MAKEUP so you can learn the right
makeup techniques and practice these techniques in class.
You can also volunteer for an eye, eyebrow or cheek in-class
demonstration. So you can later reference what products
to apply where, you’ll receive a comprehensive handout
and face chart. You’ll leave looking great and knowing what
products and techniques can help you look your glamorous
best. Material fee $2. Bring your own makeup, mirror and any
brushes you will need to apply your makeup. Instructor: Elise
Marquam-Jahns
Fee: Member $29/Non-member $39 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37589
10/26
Th 10AM-12PM
LC-ACAC
37590
11/30
Th
1-3PM		
LC-ACAC

Modern & Urban Survival It’s not if, but
when!
You owe it to yourself to take this life-saving class! Be it an
earthquake, flood, a disease epidemic, water shortage, or
any number of other scenarios, you and your family will have
to make the right choices to come out alive. Using modern
equipment, tools, and the latest gadgets, Vincent Pinto will
reveal numerous skills, techniques, and preparations required
to minimize the risks you are subjected to during a disaster.
Learn what gear works and what doesn’t. Discover the basic
do’s and don’ts of modern survival. Discover how to create
fire, make shelter, purify water, navigate, deal with a variety of
emergencies and much more! All of the skills and knowledge
revealed in this class are applicable in Arizona and elsewhere.
Fee: Member $25/Non-member 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37624
10/18
W 10AM-12:30PM
LC-IRWD
37625
11/14
Tu 10AM-12:30PM
LC-IRWD

Makeup Application and Instruction for
Two Baby Boomer and Beyond - NEW
The personalized makeup instruction and application session
is for TWO. Sign up with a friend and enjoy this experience
together or sign up by yourself and meet someone new. Watch
and learn while makeup techniques are taught-and makeup
is applied-on your partner and then experience personalized
attention as your partner watches and learn as your makeup
is applied. $1 material fee includes a comprehensive handout
and face chart for easy reference and will leave looking your
glamorous best. Instructor: Elise Marquam-Jahns
Fees: Member $40/Non-member $50 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37553
10/9		
M 10AM-12PM
LC-ACAC
37554
10/9		
M
1-3PM		
LC-ACAC
37555
12/14		
Th 10AM-12PM
LC-ACAC
37556
12/14		
Th
1-3PM		
LC-ACAC
Register early! www.gvrec.org
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SPECIAL INTEREST
The Art of the Beautifully Decorated Table Understanding and Navigating our Great
(Advanced) - NEW
Political Divide - NEW
These three classes are designed specifically for the
motivated learner. Each student will be presented with two
beautiful items to take home to create at least two different
tablescapes. Each object can be used as a ‘color’ or ‘theme’
starting point. Photos will be shared in class and design
discussions will conclude our learning experience. NO CLASS
11/23. Instructor: Donna Vernon
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38098
11/9-30
Th
12-2PM
ABN-REC

We will explore and discuss why individuals and political
parties can t understand each other in our great political
divide, and why political discussions are usually contentious-even heated. Potential solutions for breaking this deadlock
will be explored and are based on the latest research. We
will read, ‘The Righteous Mind’ by Jonathan Haidt and view
several videos. Class participation is encouraged and essential
for good discussions. The book can be purchased at Amazon.
com for around $10. Instructors: Don Laws and Grant Stitt
Fee: Member $55/Non-member $65 		
Classes:10
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37552 10/5-12/14 Th
3-4:30PM
LC-CTWD

The Art of the Beautifully Decorated Table
(Beginning) - NEW
We’ve Got to Start Meeting Like This - NEW
From place settings to tablescapes and everything in
between, learn how to create an unforgettable dining
centerpiece for everyday meals and all types of fun
entertaining. In these two classes, we will be allowing our
imagination to take the forefront as we create four varied
themes using beautiful objects in unusual ways. Come join us
in our ‘staged’ dining room. Instructor: Donna Vernon
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 		
Classes:2
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38090
10/5-12
Th
12-2PM
ABN-REC

The Art of the Beautifully Decorated Table
(Intermediate) - NEW
This will be a hands-on adventure for the beginning or advancing
student. In these three classes we will discuss the design impact
of shells, rocks, flowers, and unusual objects. We will move
into the realm of ikebana (Japanese flower arranging) adapting
elements from this spiritual and artistically creative hobby in a
decidedly western way. Instructor: Donna Vernon
Fee: Member $40/Non-member $50 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38097 10/19-11/2
Th
12-2PM
ABN-REC

The Search for Meaning Later in Life - NEW
This three-week course will focus on the importance of finding
the meaning later in life. We are a   first-half-of-life culture,  
largely concerned about surviving successfully. And yet, a journey
into the second half of life awaits us all. In the first half of life we
are concerned with establishing identity and seeking security
or creating the   container.  We ll begin by reflecting on the
importance of finding meaning in life, and then investigates the
true story of someone whose meaning in life was latterly a call
to survival. Finally we ll explore the concept of legacy. Instructor:
Mark Horton
Fee: Member $45/Non-member $55 		
Classes:3
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37577
10/10-24
Tu
9-11AM		
LC-ACAC
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This course is designed for persons who must hold
meetings and would like to do so in ways that are strategic,
productive, and effective. Unfortunately, approximately
11 million meetings occur in the U.S. every day and
often they can be too long, without a clear purpose, and
dysfunctional. Participants will learn the best practices in
planning, conducting, and improving meetings. This course
is suggested for HOA Presidents, clubs, committees, or any
groups who must gather together for a shared purpose. The
course will address: barriers to effective meetings, planning
prior to a meeting, agenda preparation and facilitation,
meeting time management, the use of operating principles,
addressing difficult people and situations, actions following
the meeting, and ways to evaluate meetings. Your instructor,
Dr. Kristine Servais, is a Leadership Coach and Consultant.
Fee: Member $15/Non-member $25 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
38053
11/9		
Th
5-6:30PM
LC-IRWD

TECHNOLOGY
Cut the Cord on Cable/Satellite TV Costs
I will show you how you may reduce or eliminate your costly
cable TV/satellite services and still enjoy your local channels
plus hundreds of movies, news, sports, TV shows, and
music channels by using low cost streaming media devices
such as Roku, Chromecast, and others with your TV and a
simple indoor antenna. Learn how to easily hook up, set
up, and begin enjoying this new medium of entertainment.
Instructor: Bob Ogus
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37549
11/14		
Tu
1:15-4PM
SRS-KINO
37550
12/12		
Tu
1:15-4PM
SRS-KINO

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

SPECIAL INTEREST
Meet Alexa (Amazon Echo) & Google’s Assistant (Google Home) - NEW
Using Echo’s Alexa or Google’s Assistant is as simple as asking
a question. Just ask to play music, read the news, control your
smart home, tell a joke, and so much more—these devices will
respond instantly. Whether you are at home or on the go, they
are designed to make your life easier by letting your voicecontrol your world. Learn all about these exciting devices in
this ‘hands-on’ workshop where we will explore all the Amazon
Echo and the Google Home devices. Whether curious or
serious, check these devices out at our workshop. Instructor:
Bob Ogus
Fee: Member $30/Non-member $40 		
Classes:1
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37551
12/5		
Tu 1:15-3:30PM
SRS-KINO

DAY TRIPS

October

The NEW Odysea Aquarium Tour

TRIPS & TOURS
November
Canyon Lake Boat Tour on the Apache Trail
Board our deluxe motorcoach and travel to Canyon Lake, located
north of Apache Junction. We’ll take a break in Florence, then
continue on to lunch at the Mining Camp Restaurant. This eatery
is full of western atmosphere and the platters of food served will
make your eyes pop! We then travel along the paved portion
of the Apache Trail. Tucked into the base of the Superstition
Mountains is the beautiful man-made Canyon Lake. We board
Dolly’s Steamboat and cruise Canyon Lake as the captain narrates
on the scenery, geology and history of the area. Steep canyon walls
ascend out of a crystal blue body of water. This makes for a very
enjoyable 1 and 1/2 hour cruise. We travel home today full of great
memories of this wondrous part of the state. Join us! Fee includes
transportation, lunch (tax and tip), boat fare, bus refreshments,
services of a tour director, and driver tip. Bus departs from the
Desert Hills Center UPPER parking lot at 8:00 am and returns at 6:15
pm. Deadline to purchase tickets 11/1/17. No refunds after 11/1/17.
Fee: Member $118; Guest $123; General Public $128
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37558
11/9		
Th 8AM-6:15PM
DH-PARK

Join us as we travel to Scottsdale for a unique oceanic adventure.
The new OdySea Aquarium project has been a much-anticipated
addition to the Valley and we’ll have fun exploring everything!
You will be impressed with the state-of-the-art exhibit areas
located here. They boast over 200,000 square feet of space, more
than 2 million gallons of water filling over 50 exhibits and housing
sharks, sea turtles, seahorses, otters, and anything else that
swims! A cafe is located here and is the perfect spot to grab a nohost lunch. En route back to Green Valley we have a stop planned
at the Melting Pot for a chocolate fondue treat! What a perfect
way to end our day. Fee includes transportation, admission to
Aquarium, fondue treat, bus refreshments, services of a tour
director, and driver tip. Bus departs from the Desert Hills Center
UPPER parking lot at 8:30 am and returns at 6:00 pm. Deadline to
purchase tickets and no refunds after 10/5/17.
Fee: Member $122; Guest $127; General Public $132
CR#
DATES		
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37557
10/19
Th 8:30AM-6PM
DH-PARK

Register early! www.gvrec.org
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TRIPS & TOURS
Kitt Peak National Observatory Nighttime
Tour
Travel with us to Kitt Peak National Observatory, located
at 7,000’ in the Quinlan Mountains, for this very special
evening. We begin our tour with a stop at their Visitor
Center where we will examine the exhibits that describe
this national observatory and other interesting topics. We
enjoy a light meal and then an introduction to astronomy
and the night sky will be given by a docent. Next, we learn
how to identify stars and the constellations. Once we are
outdoors we will explore the night skies and view them with
high-powered binoculars. Then we enter one of the domes
to view through a telescope and observe the heavens in all
of its grandeur. Come along and discover your universe. If
you’ve never participated in one of the night-time Kitt Peak
programs before you are in for a very pleasant surprise.
Good walking shoes (closed toe), pants (not shorts) and a
warm jacket are highly recommended. Please note: in case
of inclement weather we reserve the right to insert an
alternate astronomy program presented by Kitt Peak. Fee
includes transportation, tour fee at Kitt Peak, box dinner, bus
refreshments, services of a tour director, and driver tip. Bus
departs from the Desert Hills Center UPPER parking lot at 2:15
pm and returns at 10:30 pm. Deadline to purchase tickets and
no refunds after 11/3/17.
Fee: Member $113; Guest $118; General Public $123
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37559
11/17
F 2:15-10:30PM
DH-PARK

December
Barleen’s Arizona Opry Show
For over 33 seasons the Barleen family has fed and
entertained folks at their 500-seat Apache Junction dinner
theatre. We will enjoy a hearty, home-cooked lunch (beef
and chicken breast entree) and then a Grand Ole Opry style
show. Some of your favorite holiday and country tunes will
fill the theatre along with musical variety, side-splitting
comedy, yodeling and just plain fun. This is good, clean family
entertainment which will highlight all of your favorite tunes
and get you in the mood for the upcoming holiday season.
Come along and enjoy a trip to the Arizona Opry with us! Fee
includes transportation, show ticket, lunch (tax and tip), bus
refreshments, services of a tour director, and driver tip. Bus
departs from the Desert Hills Center UPPER parking lot at 9:15
am and returns at 6:15 pm. Deadline to purchase tickets and no
refunds after 11/30/17.
Fee: Member $102; Guest $107; General Public $112
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37570 12/15		
F 9:15AM-6:15PM
DH-PARK

Sabino Canyon, Tanque Verde Ranch &
Gaslight Theatre
Today we visit two great attractions in Tucson. Sabino Canyon
is a unique Southwestern desert canyon and oasis. We will
enjoy a narrated and educational tram ride this morning. Then
we partake in a delicious buffet lunch at the Tanque Verde
Guest Ranch which is tucked into the foothills of the Rincon
Mountains. We promise you won’t go away hungry! Then we
take our seats at the Gaslight Theatre to enjoy the matinee
show, “Christmas in the Big Apple.” The holiday show at the
Gaslight is always wonderful. This small but well run theater
does some very funny and creative work. The melodrama
style story line finds us booing for the bad guy and clapping
for the hero/heroine. We hope you join us as we take in these
two special Tucson attractions along with a delicious lunch.
Fee includes transportation, lunch (tax and tip), boat fare, bus
refreshments, services of a tour director, and driver tip. Bus
departs from the Desert Hills Center UPPER parking lot at 8:00
am and returns at 6:15 pm. Deadline to purchase tickets and no
refunds after 11/15/17.
Fee: Member $125; Guest $130; General Public $135
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37564
11/29
W 8:30AM-6:15PM
DH-PARK
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When registering for a tour, please be sure
to provide us with your email address, this
is especially important with the overnight
trips! We will contact you or send any
additional information via email.

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

TRIPS & TOURS

LECTURES

OVERNIGHT TRIPS

Sponsored by Posada Life Community Services, our Lecture
Series is free and open to all GVR Members and the General
Public. Please look for more information in the GVR Now!,
our monthly publication, and informational flyers at our
GVR center bulletin boards.

Black Canyon/Colorado River Adventure
Tour
Looking for a little soft adventure and spectacular scenery?
This is the trip for you! This 4-day tour takes us to the
Las Vegas area for a 3 night stay at the Hampton Inn in
Henderson (this hotel does not have a casino). En route we’ll
visit the Wildlife World Aquarium in keeping with our water
theme! Our second morning we travel to Red Rock Canyon.
The boulders and pinnacles in this park range in color from
deep sandstone red to white! After a delicious buffet lunch
we travel to Lake Mead to enjoy a cruise on the Desert
Princess, a three level, Mississippi paddle wheeler. Have your
camera ready—this lake has 550 miles of scenic shoreline
to discover. Day three finds us traveling a short distance
from Las Vegas to the Black Canyon located in the Lake
Mead National Recreation Area. This canyon, formed by the
Colorado River, lies below the mighty Hoover Dam where
the canyon walls rise nearly 2,000 feet from the river’s edge.
We board the large, custom rafts for our motor-assisted
float trip. No white water here! This scenic adventure lasts
about 3 hours, ending at Willow Beach Marina where we will
enjoy lunch. After traveling back to the hotel to freshen up,
we will re-board our coach and take an evening trip to the
Las Vegas strip. A special adventure awaits as we board a
pod on the High Roller. The 550’ observation wheel provides
stunning views of The Strip and the surrounding mountains!
A visit to the Bellagio is also on our agenda. What a great
way to top off a memorable day! We head back to Southern
Arizona with our new traveling friends and great memories
of our adventure. The fee includes: roundtrip transportation
via coach, 3 nights lodging, 7 meals (3 breakfasts and 4
lunches), Desert Princess Cruise and Black Canyon raft trip,
all admissions as described above, services of a tour director,
baggage handling, bus refreshments, and driver tips. Bus
departs from the Desert Hills Center UPPER parking lot at
8:00 am and returns at 6:15 pm. Deadline to purchase tickets
10/27/17. No refunds after 10/27/17.
Fees are listed as double occupancy/single occupancy, please
choose fee based on room arrangements:
Member $855/$1043; Guest $860/$1048; General Public
$865/$1053
CR#
DATES
DAY
TIME
LOCATION
37563 11/28-12/1
Tu 8:30AM-5:15PM
DH-PARK

1
14
15
16
28

1pm
9:30am
7:30am
10am
9:30am

Parkinson’s Group
Green Valley Gardeners
Carondelet
Arizona Oncology Center
Green Valley Gardeners

October

4
W EC
9am
4
W EC
2pm
5
Th DH
9:30am
6
F EC
1pm
7
Sa DH
10am
11
W EC
2pm
			
12
Th DH
9:30am
16
M DH
3pm
21
Sa EC
10am
26
Th DH
9:30am
30
M WC
1:30pm

Northwest Medical
Tucson Orthopedic
Green Valley Gardeners
Parkinson’s Group
Tucson Audubon Society
Posada Life Community 		
Services
Green Valley Gardeners
Alzheimer's Association
Arizona Oncology Center
Green Valley Gardeners
SAV Neighborhood Watch

November

1
W EC
9am
2
Th DH
9:30am
3
F EC
1pm
4
Sa DH
10am
8
W EC
2pm
9
Th DH
9:30am
11
Sa EC
10am
14
T DH
10am
			
18
Sa EC
10am
20
M DH
2pm
27
M WC
1:30pm
30
Th DH
9:30am

2
6
7
16
18
Register early! www.gvrec.org

F
EC
Th DH
F
WC
Sa EC
Th DH

September

Sa
W
Th
Sa
M

DH
EC
DH
EC
WC

Northwest Medical
Green Valley Gardeners
Parkinson’s Group
Tucson Audubon Society
Tucson Orthopedic
Green Valley Gardeners
Animal Care Center of GV
Posada Life Community 		
Services
Arizona Oncology Center
Alzheimer's Association
SAV Neighborhood Watch
Green Valley Gardeners

December

10am
9am
9:30am
10am
1:30pm

Tucson Audubon Society
Northwest Medical
Green Valley Gardeners
Arizona Oncology Center
SAV Neighborhood Watch
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REGISTRATION PROCEDURES
Registration for classes may be done online, by mail, by
phone, or by visiting one of GVR’s major centers. Early
registration is encouraged. By registering early, we are
able to give instructors an accurate count of students,
and possibly avoid cancellations due to low enrollment.
For your convenience, we accept cash, checks, and credit
cards (Visa and Mastercard).

Please do not send cash through the US Mail. If the
class for which you registered by mail is full, you will
automatically be placed on a waiting list and contacted
when there is an opening. If no openings occur, your
money will be refunded. Do not attend the class unless
your registration is confirmed.

ON-LINE

MAIL-IN

Online registration begins at 8 am
Monday, September 5. Please have
your GVR number and PIN available
to access your account online.
Online registration is unavailable
to tenants and non-members. Visit
www.gvrec.org, hover over the “Activities” tab to
display the options, then click “Online Registration”
towards the bottom left. Follow the instructions to
access your account and register for classes. Please
note there is a third-party fee (percentage of the total
amount) for online transactions. A “Help Desk” is
available online if you need further assistance. Classes
that offer discounted fees for multiple registrations
are not available for online registration.

Members may mail in their
registration forms as soon as class
catalogs are available; However,
mail-in registrations will not be
processed until after the initial
walk-in registrations have been
processed. Please fill out the form completely and
include payment. Use separate registration forms for
each person. Mail your registration and payment (no
cash, please) to:

WALK-IN

PHONE-IN

Walk-in registration begins at 8 am
Tuesday, September 5 at all major
centers. Please bring your completed
registration form, payment, and your
GVR card. Cash, checks, and Visa and
MasterCard are accepted.

Green Valley Recreation, Inc.
Attn: Member Services Class Registrations
PO Box 586, Green Valley, AZ 85622

Registrations will be accepted over the
phone beginning at 8 am Wednesday,
September 6 at all major social centers.
Please provide your name, GVR
number, and the course number(s).
We accept Visa and MasterCard credit cards only.

These Customer Service offices are open weekdays from 8 am-4 pm. Members may purchase tickets, register for
programs, or obtain guest or tenant cards at any of these offices. You can reach our centers by calling:
(520) 625-3440 or toll free at (844) 693-2116
Canoa Hills Center (CH)
(520) 625-6200
3660 S. Camino del Sol
Closed 11:30 am - 12:30 pm

Las Campanas Center (LC)
(520) 648-7669
565 W. Belltower Dr.
Closed 11:30 am - 12:30 pm

East Center (EC)
(520) 625-4641
7 South Abrego Dr.
Closed 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm

West Center (WC)
Box Office (520) 625-0288
1111 GVR Dr.
Open weekdays 8 am - 4 pm;
Weekends and holidays 10 am - 2 pm
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Santa Rita Springs (SRS)
(520) 393-0360
921 W. Via Rio Fuerte
Open 8 am - 1 pm
Dec. - Apr.

Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

TOUR REFUNDS

NON-MEMBER REGISTRATIONS

Due to the necessity of the tour company to arrange ahead
of time and pre-pay for bus accommodations, admission
tickets, and meals, no refunds will be issued after the date
stated on the reservation confirmation.

Everyone in the community is invited and welcome to
register for classes offered by GVR! Our goal is to offer
a wide range of leisure, social, and educational classes
to encourage lifelong learning and allow you to expand
knowledge, talents, and skills. To optimize your experience,
we offer knowledgeable and friendly staff and instructors,
state-of-the-art equipment, and classroom space conducive
to learning.

WITHDRAWLS & REFUNDS
Classes may be cancelled by GVR due to lack of enrollment,
instructor illness, or other unforeseen circumstances. If a
class you are enrolled in is cancelled, you will be notified
as soon as possible and given the opportunity to register
for another class or receive a full refund. If you registered
online, the class fee and service fee both will be refunded.
Full refunds will be issued if registration is cancelled by
the member five (5) business days prior to the class start
date. Online convenience fees will not be refunded in the
event the student withdraws from a class. Those wishing
to withdraw four (4) or less business days prior to the class
start date (not including the day the class meets) will receive
a refund, less the $5 withdrawal fee for each class. Refunds
will not be offered the day the class starts.
If you are unable to attend a class you have registered for,
please notify GVR as soon as possible. This allows us to
accommodate members on a waiting list.
If you paid by cash or check, you will receive a refund check
in the mail. If you paid with Visa or MasterCard, you will
receive a credit on your card. Please allow up to fifteen (15)
business days for your refund to be processed.

Register early! www.gvrec.org

Non-GVR members may register for classes in person at
Canoa Hills, East Center, Las Campanas, and West Center.
The course fee is $10 higher for non-GVR members.
Registration opens two weeks prior to the start date of the
course, and early registration is suggested as classes fill
up quickly. (Note: Ceramics, Clay Studio and Lapidary are
reserved exclusively for GVR members.) You may receive
“Class Pass” upon registration and must acknowledge in
writing that you will abide by GVR policies while attending
courses at our centers. Non-members may attend a course
that allows drop-ins if there is space available.

DROP-IN POLICY
•

Check the course description to confirm the class
allows drop-ins.

•

Check with a CSR to confirm the class is active (not
cancelled).

•

Drop-in availability is determined by class
enrollment: drop-ins are not accepted in a full class.

•

Check the course description for any dates that
the class will not be held or dates the class may be
moved to another facility.

•

Payment will be made to instructor at the beginning
of class by cash or check made payable to GVR.
Check the course description for the drop-in fee.

•

To ensure a seat in class, registration is
recommended.
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GVR COURSE REGISTRATION FORM
Please complete the entire form to avoid delays in the processing of your registration. Print all
information clearly. Members are responsible for reading the class cancellation policy.
Class location, days and times are subject to change. PLEASE PRINT - COMPLETE ALL FIELDS

Name _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________________________________________________________
(at time of registration)
(zip code)
GVR # _____________________ Phone # __________________________ Cell Phone # ______________________________
E-mail* ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
*By providing your e-mail address, you acknowledge that GVR may send you periodic news and information. GVR
will not share, rent or sell your e-mail address with any other entity.

CR#

Class Name

Location

Start Date

Do not complete credit card information if enrolling in person!

[ ] VISA

[ ] MASTERCARD

Fee

Total

OFFICE USE ONLY

Credit Card Number: _______________________________

Session: __________________________

CVC # (back of card): ________________________________

Staff initials: ______________________

Expiration Date: ____________________________________

Date Processed: __________________

Name on Card: _____________________________________

Supply List: _______________________

Signature: __________________________________________
•
•
•
•
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Please make checks or money orders payable to: Green Valley Recreation, Inc.
Do not send cash in the mail.
Mail registration form and payment to: Green Valley Recreation, Inc, P.O. Box 586, Green Valley, AZ 85622
Photographs/video may be taken at any time throughout and within Green Valley Recreation. By attending and
participating in GVR’s classes/programs/events, you consent to photographing and using your image and likeness.
Registration begins Tuesday, September 5

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
PERSONAL TRAINER

Shelley Whitlatch
Ph: (520) 349-3037
fitspecialtiesbysw@gmail.com

The owner of Fitness Specialties, LLC, Whitlatch is
a GVR fitness orientation instructor and Certified
Personal Trainer. She has a M.S. in Exercise Physiology,
and is the health promotion coordinator for the Pima
Council on Aging, Matter of Balance and Enhanced
Fitness Programs. There is a fee for service.

PERSONAL TRAINER
Glenda Martinez
Ph: (520) 298-3941
Alt. Ph: (520) 979-1216

Martinez provides Specialized Exercise Training (SET)
and is certified by the American Council on Exercise
and Older Adult Fitness. A licensed practical nurse,
she has over 25 years’ experience in post-rehabilitation
conditioning. There is a fee for service.

TENNIS INSTRUCTION
Ray Wardlaw
Ph: (520) 625-0274

Wardlaw has over 20 years of
instructional experience, and is USPTA
Pro 2. Private and group lessons are available.
Students will be expected to reserve or schedule court
time for lessons. Contact the instructor for private and
group lesson fees.

SWIMMING LESSONS
Leslie Akers
Ph: (520) 625-1205
Alt. Ph: (317) 373-1124

A Red Cross Certified Lifeguard, Akers has been a water
safety instructor for more than 30 years. Private swim
lessons available for a fee.

Register early! www.gvrec.org
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Your most trusted leader in
Cooling & Heating since 1968

520.625.1234

www.greenvalleycooling.com
ROC# 046649, 077735 & 252049
Licensed • Bonded • Insured

A wealth of knowledge.
A century of experience.
Since 1911, Lovitt & Touché has delivered tailored insurance and
benefit solutions that exceed client expectations. Discover the
difference that’s kept us in business for over one hundred years.

LOVITT-TOUCHE.COM
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